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Do You 4 1 according to prep phr valami szerint According to our records she hasn't paid her bill.
Do You 4 1 conduct (sth) v vezényel His ambition is to conduct the London Symphony Orchestra.

Do You 4 1 experiment n kísérlet The scientist carried out a series of experiments.
Do You 4 1 absolute adj teljes There was absolute silence in the hall.
Do You 4 1 subjects n tantárgy Students have to study five core subjects.
Do You 4 1 newborn adj újszülött The nurse placed the newborn baby is his mother's arms.
Do You 4 1 shepherd n pásztor The shepherd and his dog set out to round up the sheep.
Do You 4 1 be brought up phr v (pass) nevelkedik, felnevelték My sister and I were brought up in an orphanage.
Do You 4 1 isolation n elszigeteltség The island's geographical isolation suited his needs perfectly.

Do You 4 1 in (sb's) presence  prep phr valakinek a jelenlétében One was not allowed to speak in her presence unless she 
spoke first.

Do You 4 1 was identified v (pass) azonosították He was identified as the burglar by an eyewitness.
Do You 4 1 deduced v következtet From the look on his face she deduced it was bad news.
Do You 4 1 conclusion n következtetés, konklúzió I've come to the conclusion that she's lying.

Do You 4 1 commentator n közvetítő, kommentátor The sports commentator kept mispronouncing the players' 
names.

Do You 4 1 infant n csecsemő An infant's skin is very sensitive.
Do You 4 1 were imitating v utánoz The children were imitating the teacher's mannerisms.
Do You 4 3 souvenir n emlék, ajándék We always bring back souvenirs to remind us of our holidays.

Do You 4 3 application form  n phr jelentkezési lap Jack signed an application form to join the police force.
Do You 4 3 sense of humour n phr humorérzék We had the same sense of humour and were instantly attracted 

to each other.
Do You 4 3 take up sth v phr elkezd valamit Lynne has taken up karate as a means of self-defence.
Do You 4 3 be promoted v (pass) előléptet, előléptették David was a outstanding salesman and was soon promoted to 

Sales Manager.
Do You 4 3 father-in-law n após I get on better with my father-in-law than I do with my own dad.

1: Lead-in       5 1 be connected v (pass) összeköt, összekötötték My computer is connected to the internet.
1: Lead-in       5 2 step-sister n nem vérszerinti 

lánytestvér
Carl's step-sister is ten years older than him.

1: Lead-in       5 2 half-sister n fél testvér (lány) Sarah is my half-sister because we have the same mother but 
different fathers.

1: Lead-in       5 2 colleague n munkatárs My colleagues at the bank bought me a wedding present.
1: Lead-in       5 2 acquaintance n ismeretség She was a casual acquaintance of the family.
1: Lead-in       5 2 soulmate n lelki társ She not just my wife, she's my soulmate.
1: Lead-in       5 2 close friend n phr közeli barát They've been close friends since primary school.
1: Lead-in       5 2 partner n társ She lives with her partner Tom.
1: Lead-in       5 2 made a good first impression 

on sb  
 jó első benyomást kelteni 
valakiben

It's important to make a good first impression on the people who 
will interview you.

1: Lead-in       5 2 (we) just clicked  első látásra megszeret I can't explain it, but from the moment we met we just clicked!

1: Lead-in       5 2 have (a lot) in common  v phr (sok) közös 
tulajdonságokkal bírni

They're both very sporty and have a lot in common.

1: Lead-in       5 2 see eye to eye   idiom egy véleményen van 
valakivel

My mum and I don't always see eye to eye about the clothes I 
wear.

1: Lead-in       5 2 (be) on the same wavelength 
(as sb)  

idiom azonos hullámhosszon 
lenni

When it comes to how late I can stay out, I'm definitely not on 
the same wavelength as my parents!

1.1 6 1 keep in touch idiom kapcsolatot tartani My best friend has emigrated to Australia but we're going to 
keep in touch by e-mail.

1.1 6 1 passion n szenvedély His eyes were burning with passion.
1.1 6 1 trust v bízik I don't trust her at all.
1.1 6 1 lie v hazudik I would never lie to you.
1.1 6 1 feel down idiom kimerült When I'm feeling down I ring Sam, as he can always cheer me 

up.
1.1 6 1 definitely adv feltétlenül That's definitely true.
1.1 6 1 look out for sb v phr keres valakit The police are looking out for an escaped prisoner.
1.1 6 1 loyal adj hű, lojális He's always been a loyal friend and I'd trust him with my life.

1.1 6 2 miserable adj nyomorult, szerencsétlen I felt miserable when I couldn't get a ticket for the match.

1.1 6 2 convenient adj megfelelő Would 10:30 be a convenient time to meet?
1.1 6 2 be on sb.'s side   idiom valakinek az oldalán állni I thought I could count on him to be on my side, but I was 

wrong!
1.1 6 3 fall out with sb idiom összeveszik valakivel She's fallen out with her boyfriend.
1.1 7 5 make an apology  v phr elnézést kér He made an apology for keeping her waiting.
1.1 7 5 enclosed with v + prep csatol, csatolva A gift voucher was enclosed with the card.
1.1 7 5 sales figures n phr eladási szám The end-of-year sales figures were up, and the staff got a 

bonus.
1.1 7 5 fancy (lunch)? v tetszik / kedvére van 

valami
Suzi rang and asked if I'd fancy meeting her for lunch.

1.1 7 5 pick up phr v felvesz / felemel He picked up the letter and read it.
1.1 7 5 dry cleaner's n phr ruhatisztító Dad dropped off his suit at the dry cleaner's.
1.1 7 5 abbreviated adj rövidített Orders were passed to the commander in an abbreviated form.

1.1 7 7 hold on to phr v kitart The soldiers held on to the bridge for three more days.
1.1 7 10 strategies n pl stratégia, haditerv We had tried several sales strategies but nothing seemed to be 

working.
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1.1 8 12 target n cél Airports are prime targets for terrorist attacks.
1.1 8 12 punctuality n pontosság He's a good worker, but punctuality is not one of his strong 

points.
1.2 9 3 juggling gerund zsonglőrködés Juggling takes a lot of patience and good co-ordination.
1.2 9 3 public audience  n phr nyilvánosság She first performed before a public audience when she was 

three!
1.2 9 4 juggle several tasks at once   idiom több feladatot próbál 

megoldani egyidejűleg
"Multi-tasking" means you are juggling several tasks at once.

1.2 9 4 get your hands on sth   idiom megkaparint I'd like to get my hands on the person who stole my car!
1.2 9 4 put your mind to sth idiom rászánja magát I'm sure it won't take long to do your homework once you put 

your mind to it.
1.2 9 4 big family man n phr megrögzött családapa Mike's a big family man and always puts his wife and kids 

before his work.
1.2 9 4 be only too happy about sth idiom a legnagyobb örömmel, 

készséggel
He was only too happy about being asked to become a school 
governor.

1.2 9 4 go from strength to strength idiom egyre jobb és sikeresebbé 
válik valaki

Once she got the hang of it, she went from strength to strength.

1.2 9 4 pick up on sth idiom figyel, figyelmes lesz 
valamire

He said he was happy, but I picked up on something in the tone 
of his voice.

1.2 10 8 only child n phr egyke Sadie is an only child – she has no brothers or sisters.
1.2 10 8 advice n tanács When she was pregnant she bought a book full of advice on 

babycare.
1.2 10 8 consequences n pl következmény The government seem unaware of the environmental 

consequences of road building.
1.2 10 8 cope with v + prep boldogul  I can't imagine how she manages to cope with triplets!
1.2 10 8 contradict v ellentmond The article flatly contradicts their claims.
1.2 10 8 research n kutatás The scientist was engaged in cancer research.
1.2 10 8 researcher n kutató The researcher could find no evidence to back up his theory.

1.2 10 8 occupation n foglalkozás Please state your name and occupation.
1.2 10 8 birth order n phr születési sorrend Li has two older brothers, so she is third in birth order in her 

family.
1.2 10 8 intellectual adj intellektuális, észbeli He's not very sporty, his interests are mainly intellectual.
1.2 10 8 cognitive adj megismerő Cognitive psychology is one of my options for next year.
1.2 10 8 pursuit n keresés, üldözés There were four police cars in hot pursuit.
1.2 10 8 influence v hatással van, befolyásol His advice strongly influenced my decision.
1.2 10 8 co-author n társ szerző Bernstein and Woodward were co-authors of "All The 

President's Men".
1.2 10 8 place (a) demand  v phr nagy terhet, felelőséget ró Work is placing too many demands on my time these days.

1.2 10 8 expectation n elvárás Contrary to expectations, she failed her exams.
1.2 10 8 be protective of  v phr védelmező The older brother is very protective of his young sister.
1.2 10 8 sibling n testvér Most young smokers are influenced by their friends' and older 

siblings' smoking habits.
1.2 10 8 downside n hátulütő The downside of the plan is the cost.
1.2 10 8 jealousy n féltékenység She felt a stab of jealousy when he spoke to her friend.
1.2 10 8 subsequent adj következő These skills were passed on to subsequent generations.
1.2 10 8 outlook on life n phr életszemlélet He had a very positive outlook on life.
1.2 10 8 achieving v megvalósít I didn't feel I was achieving my full potential.
1.2 10 8 recognition n felismerés Today, there is a growing recognition of the problems of 

homelessness.
1.2 10 8 significantly adv jelentősen Health problems can be significantly reduced by careful diet.

1.2 10 8 risk-taking adj kockázat vállalás She was addicted to risk-taking, and never used the safe way of 
doing things.

1.2 10 8 concern v vonatkozik What we're planning doesn't concern you.
1.2 10 8 stifling adj fojtogató, fullasztó The sun beat down mercilessly and it was difficult to breathe in 

the stifling heat.
1.2 10 8 frustrating adj csalódást okozó My first scuba-diving lesson was a frustrating experience.
1.2 10 8 be taken seriously  v phr (pass) komolyan venni valakit Just because I'm the youngest, I'm never taken seriously around 

here!
1.2 10 8 be treated v (pass) bánni valakivel Grandmother was always treated with great respect.
1.2 10 8 rebellious adj lázadó Teenagers are at a rebellious age.
1.2 10 8 streak n csík, sáv Dad has a few grey streaks in his hair.
1.2 10 8 be fed up with idiom elege van valamiből I was fed up with always being ignored.
1.2 10 8 be bossed about   v phr (pass) főnökösködnek fölötte She didn't like being bossed about.
1.2 10 8 issue n téma This is a very important political issue.
1.2 10 8 syndrome n szindróma, tünetcsoport He suffered from irritable bowel syndrome.
1.2 10 8 sandwiched v beszorít The car was sandwiched between two vans.
1.2 10 8 rights n pl jogok The country had an abysmal record on human rights.
1.2 10 8 privilege n kiváltság Leisure travel used to be a privilege for the rich.
1.2 10 8 spoilt child n phr elkényeztetett gyerek She always gets her own way and is a thoroughly spoilt child.

1.2 10 8 contribute to sth   v phr hozzájárul The fall of the stock market contributed to his bankruptcy.
1.2 10 8 negotiator n tárgyaló The chief union negotiator said the pay rise was unacceptable.

1.2 10 8 skilful adj ügyes, jártas It was obvious that the picture had been taken by a skilful 
photographer.

1.2 10 8 authority figure n phr tekintéllyel bíró alakok He was used to dealing with authority figures.
1.2 10 8 inferior adj alsóbbrendű The red wine was of inferior quality to the white.
1.2 11 10 intellect n intellektus, ész Albert Einstein was a man of great intellect.
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1.2 11 10 loneliness n magányosság The agony of loneliness often leads to depression.
1.2 11 10 responsibility n felelősség He showed me round the office and explained what my 

responsibilities would be.
1.2 11 10 frustration n csalódottság, frusztráció People often feel a sense of frustration that they are not being 

promoted quickly enough.
1.2 11 11 pretty much adv phr nagyjából ugyanaz The salary I was offered was pretty much what I had expected.

1.2 11 13 strict adj szigorú Mrs Janus was a strict teacher, but very fair.
1.2 11 13 self-sufficient adj önellátó Australia is 65% self-sufficient in oil.
1.3 12 3 reading for pleasure   n phr Az élvezet kedvéért 

olvasni
Reading for pleasure is a pursuit more people should 
undertake.

1.3 12 3 sophisticated adj kifinomult She had become a very sophisticated young lady.
1.3 12 3 trend n divat There's a trend toward more part-time employment.
1.3 12 3 polled adj megkérdezettek The people polled were between the ages of 16 and 30.
1.3 12 3 survey n közvélemény kutatás We conducted a survey of people's eating habits.
1.3 12 3 teens n pl tizenévesek, tinik She got married when she was still in her teens.
1.3 13 3 gossip n pletyka She told me all the latest gossip.
1.3 13 3 revealed v felfed Tests revealed the presence of drugs in his blood.
1.3 13 3 communicating   v kommunikál, 

kapcsolatban van vele
They were communicating with each other every day via e-mail.

1.3 13 3 corresponding v levelet ír They've been corresponding twice a month for years.
1.3 13 3 density n sűrűség Taiwan has a high population density.
1.3 13 3 neurosis n idegbetegség There is no cure for the neurosis he is suffering from.
1.3 13 3 sociologist n szociológus Sociologists have studied the effects of the increased 

communication afforded by mobile phones.
1.3 13 3 fanatical adj fanatikus She's a fanatical follower of fashion!
1.3 13 3 touch base with sb   idiom érintkezésbe, kapcsolatba 

lép valakivel
I touched base with Zeke as soon as I got to a phone.

1.3 13 3 uneasy adj nyugtalan We felt uneasy about his decision.
1.3 13 3 peers n pl társ, korosztálybeli Teenagers usually prefer to spend their time with their peers.

1.3 13 3 countless times  n phr számtalanszor I told her countless times not to speak to strangers.
1.3 13 3 addiction n függőség It wasn't until he became ill that he admitted he had an addiction 

to alcohol.
1.3 13 3 incapable of adj phr képtelen She's incapable of harming another human being.
1.3 13 3 maintaining v fenntart Diet and exercise are equally important in maintaining good 

health.
1.3 13 3 genuine adj őszinte, eredeti There was genuine affection in his voice.
1.3 13 3 superficial adj mesterkélt He only has a superficial knowledge of the subject.
1.3 13 3 deterioration n hanyatlás I was shocked at the deterioration in his condition over such a 

short period of time.
1.3 13 3 very fabric of society   idiom maga a társadalom 

szerkezete
It feels as if the very fabric of society is being pulled apart by 
these terrorist attacks.

1.3 13 3 academic performance   n phr elméleti teljesítmény The late nights were affecting his academic performance.
1.3 13 3 highlighted v kiemel The chief of police highlighted the problem of car theft.
1.3 13 3 handset n kézi beszélő He heard the phone ring and picked up the handset.
1.3 13 3 circular n körlevél We often receive circulars from local businesses offering their 

services.
1.3 13 3 emergency n vészhelyzet Come quickly – it's an emergency!
1.3 13 7 ring v csenget, megszólal a 

csengő
We went into class when the bell rang.

1.3 13 7 scream v sikolt There was a bang and people started screaming.
1.3 13 7 creak v nyikorog The door creaked shut behind him.
1.3 13 7 bang v dörömböl Someone was banging on the door.
1.3 13 7 thud v puffan, huppan The stone thudded to the ground.
1.3 13 7 bark v ugat The dog always barks at strangers.
1.3 13 7 snore v horkol He could hear the old man snoring.
1.3 13 7 crash v lezuhan The jet crashed shortly after takeoff.
1.3 14 10 be stuck in traffic   beragad a forgalmi 

dugóba
My husband rang to say he was stuck in traffic and would be 
late for dinner.

1.3 14 10 I have no doubt kétséget kizárva She's extremely clever, and I have no doubt that she'll pass her 
exams.

1.3 14 10 change one's mind  v phr meggondolja magát Mum might change her mind and let me go to the concert.
1.3 14 10 lending v kölcsönad I was pressurised into lending him the money.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 take after phr v hasonlít Jenni really takes after her mother.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 I suppose so feltételezem Everyone says we look alike. I suppose so, though I can't see it 

myself.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 stubborn adj makacs Steve can be very stubborn sometimes.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 It runs in the family   idiom családi vonás Stubbornness is a trait we share. It runs in the family.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 look up to phr v felnéz I've always looked up to Bill for his courage and determination.

1: Vocabulary 15 1 grow up phr v felnő What do you want to be when you grow up?
1: Vocabulary 15 1 show off phr v dicsekedik He couldn't resist showing off on the tennis court.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 get sb.'s attention   v phr felhívja valakinek a 

figyelmét
He certainly got her attention when he proposed! 

1: Vocabulary 15 1 bring sb up v phr felnevel valakit She's a single mother of four children, and has brought them up 
without any help.

1: Vocabulary 15 1 get on (with sb)   phr v jól kijön valakivel She was very shy, and didn't find it easy to get on with  
strangers.

1: Vocabulary 15 1 spider n pók There was a fly caught in a spider's web.
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1: Vocabulary 15 1 go out with sb v phr jár valakivel Jake's had about four girlfriends and is going out with Lucy now.

1: Vocabulary 15 1 split up phr v szétválik, külön válik Steve's parents split up when he was four.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 in a nutshell idiom dióhéjban It's a long story but, in a nutshell, they've decided to divorce.

1: Vocabulary 15 1 sensitive adj érzékeny He was very sensitive to other people's needs.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 go on phr v folytat, folytatódik He went on working until he was 91.
1: Vocabulary 15 1 find out phr v kitalál Has anyone bothered to find out how much all this is going to 

cost?
1: Vocabulary 15 1 make it up v phr kibékül valakivel Lucy fell out with Jake, but now they've made it up. 
1: Vocabulary 15 4 similar adj hasonló They came from similar backgrounds.
1: Vocabulary 15 4 couple n pár There were a couple of kids in the back of the car.
1: Audioscript 165 1 give me a ring hívj fel telefonon I told her to give me a ring when she was free.
1: Audioscript 165 1 confirm v megerősít Blood tests confirmed the diagnosis.
1: Audioscript 165 1 go ahead phr v folytat They've decided to go ahead with plans to build 50 new houses 

on the site.
1: Audioscript 165 1 appropriate adj megfelelő It is always wise to wear clothes that are appropriate for the 

occasion.
1: Audioscript 165 1 authorization n engedélyezés, 

meghatalmazás
You need special authorization to park here.

1: Audioscript 165 1 in response to prep phr válaszolva valamire I wrote an application in response to a job I saw advertised in 
the paper.

1: Audioscript 165 1 ad (abbrev.) n hirdetés The job ad sounded interesting, but there was no mention of 
salary.

1: Audioscript 165 2 tricky adj bonyolult It was a tricky decision, and I thought about it for ages.
1: Audioscript 165 2 bits & pieces n phr darabokban By the time the dog had finished with the slipper it was in bits 

and pieces.
1: Audioscript 165 2 drift apart v + prep elsodródik We were very close friends, but since we started work we've 

drifted apart.
1: Audioscript 165 2 reckon v feltételez, vél We've done all we can, I reckon.
1: Audioscript 165 5 bandage v bekötöz, bepólyáz The nurse bandaged up his sprained ankle.
1: Audioscript 165 5 knee n térd She was on her knees, weeding the garden.
1: Audioscript 165 5 club (juggling) n buzogány (zsonglőr) Mark was juggling with three clubs.
1: Audioscript 165 5 ring (juggling) n karika (zsonglőr) Jennie was juggling with five rings.
1: Audioscript 165 5 torch n elemlámpa, zseblámpa The little boy was under the bedclothes, reading a book by the 

light of his torch.
1: Audioscript 165 5 pipeline n csővezeték There have been more attacks on the oil pipeline in the Ukraine.

1: Audioscript 165 5 motivation n motiváció Jack is smart, but he lacks motivation.
1: Audioscript 165 5 constructively adv építő jellegűen He tried to think constructively instead of being negative about 

the problem.
1: Audioscript 165 5 inherited adj örökölt She had hoarded the money she inherited.
1: Audioscript 165 5 persistence n kitartás, állhatatosság Her persistence paid off when she was offered the job of 

manager.
1: Audioscript 165 5 genes n pl gének Your weight depends to some degree on your genes.
1: Audioscript 165 9 max (abbrev.) adj maximum I'll give you a tenner for it, max – not a penny more!
1: Audioscript 165 9 explore v felderít, kutat We spent a week exploring the Oregon coastline.
1: Audioscript 165 9 attic n padlás We're going to convert the attic into a bedroom.
1: Audioscript 165 9 clear up phr v kitakarít I don't mind you using the kitchen as long as you clear up 

afterwards.
1: Audioscript 165 9 be up for sth v phr kész valamire, készen áll 

valamire
Harry is always up for a new challenge.

1: Audioscript 166 9 diversion n elterelés There's a diversion at the end of the road.
1: Audioscript 166 11 come across phr v talál I came across an old diary in her desk.
1: Audioscript 166 11 reunited adj újraegyesített The twins were reunited after being separated for 20 years.
1: Audioscript 166 11 just the thing az igazi I decided that a new dress was just the thing I needed to cheer 

me up.
1: Audioscript 166 11 by all accounts    mindent összevetve By all accounts, she's doing really well in her new job.
1: Audioscript 166 11 (be) devoted adj odaadó, hű The dog was devoted to his master.
1: Audioscript 166 11 generation n generáció, korosztály Three generations of the Lambe family have lived here.
1: Audioscript 166 11 anthropologist n antropológus The anthropologist thought he had found the missing link in 

human evolution.
1: Audioscript 166 11 culture n kultúra You have to spend time in a country to understand its culture.

1: Audioscript 166 11 religion n vallás Her religion is very important to her.
1: Audioscript 166 11 weird adj furcsa I had a really weird dream about flying pigs.
1: Audioscript 166 11 divide v eloszt, feloszt The teacher divided the class into groups.
1: Audioscript 166 11 diving n búvárkodás We went diving on the coral reef.
2: Lead-in 19 1 journalist n újságíró The journalist filed his story just before the deadline.
2: Lead-in 19 1 civil engineer n phr építészmérnök He was a civil engineer working for a firm that specialised in 

building bridges.
2: Lead-in 19 1 social worker n phr szociálismunkás Social workers often love their jobs, but find them emotionally 

draining.
2: Lead-in 19 1 nursery nurse n phr gyermekgondozónő The nursery nurse was playing with the children in the sandpit.

2: Lead-in 19 1 surgeon n sebész The surgeon really botched the operation.
2: Lead-in 19 2 labour of love n phr szívesen végzett munka Caring for old people is a labour of love – it's certainly not well 

paid!
2: Lead-in 19 2 career path n phr karrier ösvény Nell has her career path all mapped out.
2: Lead-in 19 2 take a year out v phr kihagy egy évet Anna decided to take a year out before starting university.
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2: Lead-in 19 2 job satisfaction n phr szakmai siker, 
megelégedettség

She loves working in publishing, and gets a lot of job 
satisfaction.

2: Lead-in 19 3 be good with figures   v phr jól számol To be an accountant you have to be good with figures.
2: Lead-in 19 3 people person n phr emberszerető I'm a people person and would like to be a social worker.
2: Lead-in 19 3 can do' attitude  n phr "megtudom " hozzáállás With his "can do" attitude that boy will go far.
2: Lead-in 19 3 an eye for detail   n phr meglátja a részleteket She has a good eye for detail and is an excellent editor.
2: Lead-in 19 3 get the best out of other people   kihozza a legjobbat más 

emberekből
He has a lovely personality and always manages to get the best 
out of other people.

2: Lead-in 19 3 using your own initiative használja a kezdeményező 
erejét

In this job you have to use your own initiative.

2: Lead-in 19 3 meet tight deadlines szoros határidőre dolgozik As a journalist you are expected to meet tight deadlines.

2.1 20 1 daily grind n phr mindennapi robot I just couldn't face the daily grind of a two-hour commute to 
work and back.

2.1 20 2 hell n pokol He made my life hell when I worked under him.
2.1 20 2 be valued v (pass) értékelik The manager told me I was highly valued as a member of the 

team.
2.1 20 2 salary n fizetés The average salary is $39,000 a year.
2.1 20 2 proof n bizonyíték There is no proof of the existence of life on other planets.
2.1 20 2 matter v számít It doesn't matter if you're late.
2.1 20 2 housework n házimunka I spent all morning doing the housework.
2.1 20 2 voluntary work n phr önkéntes munka She does voluntary work at the hospice.
2.1 20 2 tend v hajlamos valamire My car tends to overheat when the weather is hot.
2.1 20 2 self-esteem n önbecsülés, önérzet Playing a sport can boost a girl's self-esteem.
2.1 20 2 psychological benefits   n phr lélektani előny One shouldn't underestimate the psychological benefits of 

having a job.
2.1 20 2 well-being n jólét, kényelem We are responsible for the care and well-being of all our 

patients.
2.1 20 2 common goal n phr közös cél Their common goal was to get a bonus by beating last year's 

sales figures.
2.1 20 2 sense of structure   n phr struktúra, szerkezet The agent's criticism was that there was no sense of structure 

to the book.
2.1 20 2 purpose n cél What is the purpose of your visit to England?
2.1 20 2 impose on v + prep megbírságol valakit I didn't want to impose on her generosity.
2.1 20 2 take over phr v átvesz His only reason for investing in the company was to take it over.

2.1 20 2 community n közösség The library serves the whole community.
2.1 20 2 function v működik Rail services are now functioning normally again.
2.1 20 2 workaholic n munkamániás She's a workaholic and has no social life to speak of.
2.1 20 2 be deprived of v (pass) megfosztották valamitől He would hate to be deprived of his iPod!
2.1 20 2 fix n változatlan I need a "fix" of coffee every morning to get me started.
2.1 20 2 irritable adj ingerlékeny, lobbanékony Jo was tired, irritable, and depressed.

2.1 20 2 lethargic adj fásult, letargikus The hot weather was making us all lethargic.
2.1 20 2 retired adj nyugdíjas My mother is retired now.
2.1 20 2 be defined v (pass) meghatározták He was defined by the position he held and not by his 

personality.
2.1 20 2 appetite for life n phr az élet élvezete His appetite for life was legendary.
2.1 20 2 pre-industrial age   n phr az ipari forradalom előtti The pace of life was much slower in the pre-industrial age.
2.1 20 2 task-oriented adj feladat orientált His work was very task-oriented.
2.1 20 2 time-structured adj időpontokra osztott She has a very time-structured day, where she has to be in a 

given place at a given time.
2.1 20 2 Industrial Revolution   n phr Ipari forradalom What would the world be like today if the Industrial Revolution 

had never happened?
2.1 20 2 radically adv gyökeresen, radikálisan Life suddenly changed radically when his father died.
2.1 20 2 redundant adj leépítés végett elbocsátott Over 1000 workers were made redundant.

2.1 20 2 via prep  keresztül, át We're flying to Denver via Chicago.
2.1 20 2 remotely adv messzemenően He didn't sound remotely interested.
2.1 20 2 productivity n termelékenység, 

termőképesség
He was asked to come up with ways to increase productivity.

2.1 20 2 commuting n ingázás I left London because of the hours I had to spend commuting.

2.1 20 2 be conditioned v (pass) kondicionált The police dog was conditioned to obey his every command.

2.1 20 2 bursts of sth n phr heves kitörés The driver put on sudden bursts of speed when trying to pass 
the cars in front.

2.1 20 2 interspersed with   adj phr keverve, beszórva It was a sunny day interspersed with showers.
2.1 20 2 inactivity n semmittevés I was getting bored with all this inactivity.
2.1 20 2 work-rhythm n munka ritmus After my holiday, I found it difficult to slip back into my normal 

work-rhythm.
2.1 21 3 mental health n phr mentális egészség The psychologist assessed the patient's mental health.
2.1 21 3 majority n többség Money is a problem for the majority of students.
2.1 21 3 isolated adj elszigetelt We left London and now live on an isolated farm in Scotland.

2.1 21 3 be convinced v (pass) meggyőzték The police were convinced they'd caught the right man.
2.1 21 5 charity shop n phr karitatív bolt We emptied the bookcase and took all the books to the charity 

shop.
2.1 21 5 part-time adv részmunkaidő During the summer holidays, he got a part-time job at the 

supermarket.
2.1 21 5 degree n fokozat, diploma Ellie got a first-class degree in French and German.
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2.1 21 5 early retirement   n phr korai nyugdíjazás Due to a work-related accident, Dev took early retirement.
2.1 21 5 flexitime n rugalmas időbeosztás The employees were delighted when the company introduced 

flexitime.
2.1 21 5 shift work n phr műszakozás I wouldn't do shift work because of the unsocial hours.
2.1 21 5 (be) on strike prep phr sztrájkol Workers usually go on strike for better pay and conditions.
2.1 21 5 on sick leave prep phr betegszabadságon He had to have a hip operation and was away on sick leave for 

six months.
2.1 21 5 be sacked v (pass) elbocsátották He was sacked for insubordination.
2.1 21 5 resign from my job   kiléptem a 

munkahelyemről
I resigned from my job in an office because I wanted to become 
a police officer.

2.1 21 6 full-time adv teljes munkaidő Both her parents work full-time.
2.1 22 9 be bound to v phr elkerülhetetlen, feltétlenül 

befog következni
Mel never did any work, and was bound to fail the exams.

2.2 23 1 unique adj egyedi Every house we build is unique – no two are the same.
2.2 23 2 wrinkled adj ráncos Two brilliant blue eyes twinkled at me from her wrinkled old 

face.
2.2 23 2 inspiration n ihlet, inspiráció My mother was an inspiration to the whole family.
2.2 23 2 secrecy n diszkréció, titoktartás The operation was carried out in total secrecy.
2.2 23 3 recycled adj újra hasznosított Only 27% of the paper we consume is recycled.
2.2 23 3 environmental issues   n phr környezetvédelmi témák Environmental issues are at the top of the government's 

agenda.
2.2 23 3 deforestation n erdőirtás Deforestation of the rainforests has an adverse affect on the 

climate.
2.2 23 3 environmentally-friendly  adj környezetbarát We need to find environmentally-friendly sources of power.
2.2 25 8 pottery n agyagedény, fazekasság Mum has a collection of different types of pottery.

2.2 25 8 accountancy n könyvelés, könyvvitel Cathy is studying accountancy.
2.2 25 8 diary n napló Tony kept a daily diary.
2.2 25 9 wisely adv bölcsen He spent his money wisely.
2.3 26 1 agency n ügynökség The advertising agency promised to double the sales of the 

product.
2.3 26 1 unforeseen adj váratlan This innocent act had unforeseen consequences.
2.3 26 1 demand n igény, kereslet There's a great demand for new housing.
2.3 26 1 run out of phr v kifogy valamiből He'd run out of milk so he went down to the corner shop for 

more.
2.3 26 1 stock n készlet How long will the country's coal stocks last?
2.3 26 1 lawyer n ügyvéd My lawyer's already acquainted with the facts.
2.3 26 1 herd n csorda, nyáj A herd of cows was blocking the lane.
2.3 26 1 cheque n csekk I paid for the shopping with a cheque.
2.3 26 1 on presentation to   bemutatásra This cheque will be honoured on presentation to any Barclays 

Bank.
2.3 26 1 nod v bólint "Are you Jill?" he asked. She smiled and nodded.
2.3 26 1 look blank v phr üresen néz The doctor asked him if he could remember his name, but he 

just looked blank.
2.3 26 1 start from scratch   idiom semmiből kezdeni When the business folded, she decided to start again from 

scratch.
2.3 26 2 call in phr v bevon The government then called in troops to deal with the 

disturbances.
2.3 26 2 damaged adj sérült His eyesight may be permanently damaged.
2.3 26 2 plaster n vakolat The plaster on the walls was damp and had begun to fall off.

2.3 26 2 repair v javít How much will it cost to repair the car?
2.3 26 2 tin n konzervdoboz The little boy knocked over a stack of tin cans.
2.3 26 2 roof n tető He installed a satellite dish on the roof.
2.3 26 2 set to sth v phr neki fog, belekezd He set to assembling the flat-pack wardrobes.
2.3 26 2 ochre n okker sárga He decided to paint three walls white and one wall ochre.
2.3 26 2 extravagance n túlköltekezés The pop star's wild extravagances led to his bankruptcy.
2.3 26 2 splash out on phr v kirúg a hámból Money was tight, but we decided to splash out on dinner for two. 

2.3 26 2 proprietor n tulajdonos He was the proprietor of a small hotel and restaurant.
2.3 26 2 typewriter n írógép This author still types his manuscripts on a manual typewriter.

2.3 26 2 surplus to adj phr felesleges The parachutes were returned to the base, as they were surplus 
to requirements.

2.3 26 2 requirement n kérés The refugees' main requirements are food and water.
2.3 26 2 widow n özvegy The widow was dressed in black.
2.3 26 2 braided adj befont, összefont The old lady had grey braided hair.
2.3 26 2 rub v dörzsöl She rubbed her hair with a towel.
2.3 26 2 copious adj bőséges, kiadós She took copious notes of everything that was said at the 

meeting.
2.3 26 2 quantity n mennyiség Police found a quantity of drugs hidden in their bags.
2.3 26 2 frame n keret She put the picture in a wooden frame.
2.3 26 2 It's early days yet   még korai állást foglalni I think I'll like the job, but it's early days yet.
2.3 145 4 keyboard n billentyűzet Her fingers flew over the keyboard.
2.3 145 4 drawer n fiók Put it in the desk drawer.
2.3 145 4 peer v bámul, mereven néz Someone was peering through the window.
2.3 145 4 peck v csipeget, szemelget In the square, pigeons were pecking at breadcrumbs.
2.3 145 4 condensed milk   n phr sűrített tej For dessert he got a tin of pears and a tin of condensed milk. 
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2.3 145 4 skeletal adj csontváz-, csontvázas Police discovered the skeletal remains of a corpse buried near 
the river.

2.3 145 4 disastrous adj katasztrofális Climate change could have disastrous effects on the Earth.
2.3 145 4 counter n pénztár He wondered if the girl behind the counter recognised him.
2.3 145 4 hurtle v zuhan A huge rock came hurtling down the mountainside.
2.3 145 4 case n ügy, eset In this case there are several possible solutions.
2.3 145 4 there's no time to lose   Ne vesztegessük az időt There's no time to lose if we want to get to the airport on time.

2.3 27 7 first aid kit n phr elsősegély készlet They bought a first aid kit to keep in the car.
2.3 28 9 letter of application   n phr pályázat He decided to handwrite his letter of application.
2.3 28 9 relevant experience n phr tárgyhoz tartozó 

tapasztalat
The interviewer pointed out that I didn't have any relevant 
experience.

2.3 28 9 quality n minőség More people are suffering from asthma due to a decline in air 
quality.

2.3 28 9 run sth v phr vezet They're asking for volunteers to run the stalls at the school fair.

2.3 28 9 candidate n jelölt She's a likely candidate for the job.
2.3 28 9 sociable adj társasági, társaságkedvelő They are a pleasant, sociable couple.

2.3 28 9 previous adj előző She has two children from a previous marriage.
2.3 28 9 essential adj lényeges A balanced diet is essential for good health.
2.3 28 9 CV (Curriculum Vitae)   n önéletrajz I enclosed my CV with my letter of application.
2.3 28 9 passionate adj szenvedélyes It was such a passionate kiss, it left him breathless.
2.3 28 9 catering industry   n phr vendéglátó ipar When he left university he got a job in the catering industry.
2.3 28 9 set up phr v elkezd valamit They want to set up their own import-export business.
2.3 28 9 ultimately adv végül Their efforts ultimately resulted in his release from prison.
2.3 151 11 development n fejlődés Vitamins are necessary for a child's growth and development.

2.3 151 11 facilities n pl lehetőségek It was a tiny flat and there were no facilities for cooking.
2.3 151 11 negotiate v tárgyal The government refuses to negotiate with terrorists.
2.3 151 11 discount n kedvezmény Members get a 10% discount.
2: Vocabulary 29 1 architect n építész Tinoco was one of the architects of the government’s economic 

reforms.
2: Vocabulary 29 1 modest adj szerény My father was a quiet, modest man.
2: Vocabulary 29 1 achievement n eredmény Putting a man on the moon was one of our greatest 

achievements.
2: Vocabulary 29 1 prison n börtön The burglar was sent to prison for six years.
2: Vocabulary 29 1 proud adj büszke Her parents are very proud of her.
2: Vocabulary 29 2 apply for v + prep pályázik Lily applied for a place at Durham University.
2: Vocabulary 29 2 insist on v + prep ragaszkodik valamihez He insisted on accompanying her to the airport to see her off.

2: Vocabulary 29 2 believe in v + prep hisz valamiben Do you believe in ghosts?
2: Vocabulary 29 2 consist of v + prep tartalmaz The interview panel consisted of two men and three women.
2: Vocabulary 29 3 ghost n szellem The ghost of Marie Antoinette haunts the palace.
2: Vocabulary 29 3 receipt n számla Always keep the receipts for everything you buy.
2: Communication 30 2 positive adj pozitív You should try and be more positive.

2: Communication 30 2 casual clothes n phr hétköznapi, lezser ruha He changed out of his suit and into his casual clothes.

2: Communication 30 2 maintain v karbantart, fenntart We need to maintain good relations with our customers.

2: Communication 30 2 eye contact n phr szemkontaktus The detective maintained eye contact with his suspect 
throughout the interview.

2: Communication 30 2 negatively adv negatívan He spoke negatively about his previous contacts with the police.

2: Communication 30 2 visibly adv láthatóan She was visibly shaken by the news.

2: Audioscript 166 1 investigating gerund nyomoz The police are investigating the cause of the fire.
2: Audioscript 166 1 specialist adj szak- In order to get this job you need a specialist degree.
2: Audioscript 166 1 field of work n phr munkaterület What field of work is she in?
2: Audioscript 166 2 admin (abbrev) n adminisztráció, ügyintézés There seemed to be a lot of unnecessary admin involved in the 

job.
2: Audioscript 166 2 vet n állatorvos We had to take our cat to the vet.
2: Audioscript 167 2 rising star n phr ígéretes, felemelkedő 

csillag, a jövő reménysége
The managers were asked to identify any possible rising stars 
on their teams.

2: Audioscript 167 2 fast-tracked v (pass) gyors pályára állították It was obvious that she was being fast-tracked to a managerial 
position.

2: Audioscript 167 4 visionary adj képzeletbeli Under his visionary leadership, the city prospered.
2: Audioscript 167 4 sculpture n szobor There was a bronze sculpture of a horse in the park.
2: Audioscript 167 4 array n rend, sor A dazzling array of young dancers turned up for the audition.

2: Audioscript 167 4 creature n teremtmény We should respect all living creatures.
2: Audioscript 167 4 brick n tégla The house was made of brick.
2: Audioscript 167 4 sink n mosogató Dirty plates were piled high in the sink.
2: Audioscript 167 4 plug n dugó Put the plug in, or all the water will drain away.
2: Audioscript 167 4 pebble n kavics The beach was covered with smooth white pebbles.
2: Audioscript 167 9 to date adv phr a mai napig How many applications have we received to date?
3: Lead-in 33 2 ancient adj antik, régi, ókori Greece has many ancient ruins.
3: Lead-in 33 2 traditional adj hagyományos I love traditional Italian cooking.
3: Lead-in 33 2 second-hand adj használt Fiona has bought some fantastic second-hand clothes.
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3: Lead-in 33 2 antique adj antik In the corner of the room stood an antique rosewood desk.
3: Lead-in 33 2 old-fashioned adj régimódi He believes in the old-fashioned idea that a woman's place is in 

the home.
3: Lead-in 33 2 trendy adj divatos Alice always wears very trendy clothes.
3.1 34 1 hero n hős He became the world champion and a national hero.
3.1 34 1 heroine n hősnő She was a heroine of the French Resistance.
3.1 34 1 heroic adj hősi The girl made an heroic attempt to save her friend from 

drowning.
3.1 34 2 BC (abbrev) adv phr krisztus előtt The battle took place in the 5th century BC.
3.1 34 2 epic adj hősies Hannibal set out on an epic journey through the Alps.
3.1 34 2 passion n szenvedély His eyes were burning with passion.
3.1 34 2 triumph n győzelem It was a diplomatic triumph for France.
3.1 34 2 tragedy n tragédia The evening ended in tragedy.
3.1 34 2 peace n béke Germany is now at peace with its neighbours.
3.1 34 2 trade n kereskedés They hope to increase trade with China.
3.1 34 2 decline v hanyatlik Coffee production declined after the crops failed.
3.1 34 2 ruins n pl romok The city lay in ruins after the battle.
3.1 34 2 feast n vendégség, lakoma The wedding feast was sumptuous.
3.1 34 2 inevitable adj elkerülhetetlen Death is inevitable.
3.1 34 2 warrior n harcos Achilles was a noble warrior.
3.1 34 2 honour n becsület, méltóság, 

tisztelet
He was a man of honour.

3.1 34 2 key to success   n phr a siker kulcsa What's the key to your success in business?
3.1 34 2 legendary adj legendás The legendary baseball player Babe Ruth is a hero to many 

sports fans.
3.1 34 2 enemy n ellenség He made many enemies because of his ruthless approach.
3.1 34 2 fear v fél Police fear there may be further attacks.
3.1 34 2 willing adj hajlandó Are you willing to help?
3.1 34 2 victory n győzelem He led his troops to victory.
3.1 34 2 despise v megvet, semmibe vesz He was a nasty man who despised children.
3.1 34 2 eternal fame n phr örökké való hírnév Neil Armstrong attained eternal fame by being the first man on 

the moon.
3.1 146 3 inspired v (pass) megihlették After reading his book I was inspired to set up my own 

business.
3.1 146 3 century n évszázad The church was built in the 13th century.
3.1 146 3 horror n rémület, elszörnyedés She stared at him in horror.
3.1 146 3 brutality n brutalitás, kegyetlenség The allegations of police brutality were unfounded.
3.1 146 3 terrifying adj rémisztő He told her of his terrifying experience.
3.1 146 3 realism n realizmus, valószerűség He has hope, but also a scientist's sense of realism.
3.1 146 3 focus on v + prep összpontosít I tried to focus on my work, but found the children's noise 

distracting.
3.1 146 3 historical adj történelmi The book was a mixture of historical facts and fiction.
3.1 146 3 impressive adj lenyűgöző The view out over the sea was impressive.
3.1 146 3 recreation n pihenés, felfrissülés I don't consider gardening to be recreation – it's too much hard 

work!
3.1 146 3 spectacular adj látványos They had a spectacular view of the Grand Canyon.
3.1 146 3 battle n csata He found the daily battle of commuting to and from work very 

tiring.
3.1 146 3 intimate adj bizalmas They became intimate friends.
3.1 146 3 human adj emberi The mistake was due to human error.
3.1 146 3 have (huge) presence   v phr (mérhetetlen) jelenléttel 

bír
He has great presence, and all eyes turn to him when he enters 
a room.

3.1 146 3 brilliant adj briliáns, kiváló She always wears clothes in vivid, brilliant colours. 
3.1 146 3 nobility n nemesség The nobility of his intentions was not in question.
3.1 146 3 convincing adj meggyőző It was a convincing excuse, and we all believed her.
3.1 146 3 confrontation n szembenállás The bombing led to a confrontation between the two countries.

3.1 146 3 approve of v + prep jóváhagy, helyesel Dad didn't approve of my latest girlfriend.
3.1 146 3 human angle n phr emberi szempont As a reporter, she likes to get the human angle on all her 

stories.
3.1 146 3 craft v kézzel megmunkál Each doll is crafted individually by specialists.
3.1 35 7 on their doorstep    prep phr ajtajukban, küszöbükön We turned up on their doorstep at five in the morning.
3.1 35 7 attack n támadás The TV was reporting the terrorist attack on the World Trade 

Center.
3.1 35 7 charge at v + prep megtámad The bull lowered his head and charged at the matador.
3.1 35 7 march v menetel, masíroz Troops marched into the capital.
3.1 147 8 poison n méreg Arsenic is a deadly poison.
3.1 148 8 potion n bájital The old woman claimed she could mix a love potion.
3.1 148 8 pretend v tettet, úgy tesz mintha He's not really angry – he's just pretending.
3.1 36 9 at that time adv phr akkoriban At that time, I wasn't even thinking of getting married!
3.1 36 9 from that point on   adv phr attól a perctől fogva From that point on we were the best of friends.
3.1 36 9 up until that point adv phr addig a pontig Up until that point he thought he could handle the situation.
3.1 36 9 throughout prep szerte, mindenütt She works for a large organisation with offices throughout the 

world.
31. 36 9 during prep valami alatt, folyamán During the summer she worked as a waitress.
3.1 36 9 until prep amíg The banks are open until 3.30.
3.1 36 9 for the previous ami az előző (időket) illeti For the previous six months I had worked as a courier.

3.2 37 1 leather n bőr He bought himself a leather belt.
3.2 37 1 porcelain n porcelán The priceless porcelain vase smashed to the ground.
3.2 37 1 denim n farmer She bought herself a blue denim jacket.
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3.2 37 1 bronze n bronz The statue was made out of bronze.
3.2 37 1 silk n selyem My skirt was made of pure silk.
3.2 37 1 iron n vas The bridge was made of iron. 
3.2 37 1 lycra n lycra Lycra had been added to the denim so the trousers stretched 

more easily.
3.2 37 1 wool n gyapjú The cat was playing with a ball of wool.
3.2 37 1 gold n arany His watch was solid gold.
3.2 37 1 rubber n gumi There's a rubber seal to keep the water out.
3.2 37 1 cotton n pamut Through the  window we could see a field of cotton.
3.2 37 1 silver n ezüst She wore a bracelet of solid silver.
3.2 37 3 soft adj puha I spread the soft butter across the toast.
3.2 37 3 stretchy adj rugalmas The little girl wore a pair of stretchy cotton leggings.
3.2 37 3 shiny adj fényes The dancer wore a pair of shiny black shoes.
3.2 37 3 smooth adj sima The road was wide and smooth.
3.2 37 3 rough adj durva The sea was rough and the waves were very high.
3.2 37 3 furry adj szőrmés Children seem to love small furry animals.
3.2 37 3 slippery adj csúszós The path was very slippery after last night's rain.
3.2 37 3 itchy adj viszketős He had an itchy nose.
3.2 37 3 even adj egyenes, egyenletes You need an even surface to work on.
3.2 37 3 surface n felület The astronauts brought rocks back from the surface of the 

moon.
3.2 37 3 uneven adj egyenetlen There is a lot of uneven ground between here and the sea.
3.2 37 3 irritate v felbosszant, felingerel, 

irritál
Her attitude irritated me, and I wanted to tell her to be quiet.

3.2 37 3 firm adj kemény, szilárd The customer wanted a bed with a firm mattress.
3.2 37 3 elastic adj elasztikus, rugalmas He put an elastic band round the folder.
3.2 37 3 bright adj ragyogó A bright smile lit up her face.
3.2 37 3 icy adj jeges There was an icy wind blowing from the north.
3.2 37 3 path n ösvény There's a path through the woods that will take us straight 

home.
3.2 37 3 mattress n matrac I sleep better on a bed with a firm mattress.
3.2 37 6 item n darab What was the last item of clothing you bought?
3.2 37 6 allergy n allergia He has an allergy to peanuts, which can make him very ill.
3.2 38 8 wheelbarrow n talicska The gardener used a wheelbarrow to take the compost to the 

bottom of the garden.
3.2 38 8 cast iron n phr öntött vas My grandmother used to cook meals in a cast iron frying pan.

3.2 38 8 have a huge impact on   v phr hatalmas hatás What he said had a huge impact on me – it completely changed 
my life.

3.2 38 8 agriculture n mezőgazdaság More than 75% of the land is used for agriculture.
3.2 38 8 account for v + prep felelős valamiért Farming accounts for a large part of people's income around 

here.
3.2 39 11 dialect n dialektus, tájszólás We couldn't understand the local dialect.
3.2 39 11 dragon n sárkány He told the children stories about princesses and fire-breathing 

dragons.
3.2 39 14 wheel n kerék, kormány He had fallen asleep at the wheel and crashed his car.
3.2 39 14 light bulb n phr villanykörte The light bulb in the kitchen went when I turned on the switch.

3.2 39 14 gunpowder n puskapor Gunpowder is used as an explosive in bullets for guns.
3.3 40 2 uniformity n egyformaság, 

egyenletesség
There seems to be no uniformity among the various systems.

3.3 40 2 globalisation n globalizáció People's jobs are becoming less secure due to the globalisation 
of manufacturing.

3.3 40 2 doomed to be v (pass) valamire ítélték, 
kárhozatták

I think I'm doomed to always be the last person to hear about 
the good jobs.

3.3 40 2 lament v sirat The nation lamented the death of its great war leader.
3.3 147 3 edition n kiadás The first edition of the book was published in 1836, and the 

second edition a year later.
3.3 147 3 identical adj egyforma The two pictures looked identical – I couldn't tell them apart.

3.3 147 3 erode v kimar, kimos, erodál The coastline is being eroded by the continuous pounding of the 
waves.

3.3 147 3 far from messze valamitől Far from living a life of luxury, she had little money and no job.

3.3 147 3 diversity n különbözőség, 
sokszínűség

The curriculum will take account of the ethnic diversity of the 
population.

3.3 147 3 stereotyped adj sablonos, közhelyes Women became stereotyped as only capable of staying at 
home and doing housework.

3.3 147 3 pigeon-holed adj beskatulyázott They pigeon-holed him as a comedy actor and he couldn't get 
any serious parts.

3.3 147 3 take it for granted that   v phr biztosra vesz valamit I took it for granted that she'd already eaten since it was after 
ten o'clock.

3.3 147 3 have our cake and eat it   idiom azt akarja, hogy a kecske 
is jóllakjon és a káposzta 
is megmaradjon

You want to do no work and still have lots of money – that's 
having your cake and eating it!

3.3 148 3 black and white opinions n phr dolgokat feketén vagy 
fehéren lát

Don has very black and white opinions on how children should 
behave.

3.3 148 3 thriving adj gyarapodó, virágzó Bali had a thriving tourist industry before the bombs went off.
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3.3 148 3 fixed adj rögzített, szilárd, állandó She used a mirror fixed to the wall to make the room seem 
larger.

3.3 148 3 facilitate v előmozdít, elősegít The Web could facilitate learning if used properly.
3.3 148 3 ever-shrinking adj egyre zsugorodó The speed of travel and communication makes it an ever-

shrinking world.
3.3 148 3 commercial adj kereskedelmi The film was a commercial success but the critics hated it.
3.3 148 3 embrace (an idea, etc)  v magáévá tesz, megragad Sheila has completely embraced the company's way of thinking.

3.3 40 3 melting pot n phr ömlesztő tégely New York has always been a great melting pot of different races 
and cultures.

3.3 40 3 damaging aspect   n phr káros aspektusa, 
nézőpontja valaminek

One damaging aspect of the bomb was its negative impact on 
race relations.

3.3 40 3 national identity n phr nemzeti identitás The country discovered its national identity after it became 
independent.

3.3 40 4 tyranny of geography n phr a földrajzi helyzete miatt 
elnyomott, behatárolt

Education about life in other countries has freed people from the 
tyranny of geography.

3.3 40 4 distinction n megkülönböztetés The law makes a distinction between children and adults.
3.3 42 11 take my breath away   v phr elállt a lélegzetem That rollercoaster ride really took my breath away!
3.3 42 11 take part in v phr részt vesz Dr King took part in a discussion about the education of poor 

children.
3.3 42 11 take off phr v sikeres lesz, feltörekszik That new Italian restaurant in town has really taken off well!
3.3 42 11 take in phr v felfog I couldn't take it all in because he spoke so quickly.
3.3 42 11 take everything in one's stride   v phr higgadtan, magabiztosan 

néz szembe mindennel
She takes everything in her stride and doesn't panic about 
problems.

3.3 42 11 take to sb v phr elfogad My dog's really taken to you, haven't you, Fido?
3.3 42 14 give a presentation   v phr előadást tart They want you to give a presentation next month on the work 

you've been doing.
3: Vocabulary 43 2 supervise v felügyel The engineer supervises all the construction work.
3: Vocabulary 43 2 reduce v csökkent They're trying to reduce the number of students in the college.

3: Vocabulary 43 2 membership n tagság Greece applied for membership of the EU in 1975.
3: Vocabulary 43 3 brotherhood n testvériség There used to be a great spirit of brotherhood in the police 

force.
3: Vocabulary 43 3 manhood n férfikor He had not yet reached manhood, and was still a boy.
3: Communication 44 1 vocational subject n phr választható tantárgy The college teaches vocational subjects like hairdressing and 

cookery.
3: Communication 44 2 with the benefit of hindsight utólag könnyű 

bölcselkedni, utólagos 
bölcsességgel

With the benefit of hindsight, I wouldn't have done it that way.

3: Communication 44 3 heap n halom There's a heap of newspapers in the living room that need to be 
thrown out.

3: Communication 44 3 ignorant adj tudatlan We went off into the jungle, ignorant of the dangers.

3: Communication 44 3 bunk n üres beszéd, maszlag What a load of bunk! I've never heard such rubbish!

3: Communication 44 3 foresee v előrelát No one could have foreseen such a disaster.

3: Communication 44 3 consult v értekezik, konzultál Consult your doctor if the headaches continue.

3: Audioscript 168 3 borrow v kölcsönkér, kölcsönvesz Can I borrow the car tonight, Dad?

3: Audioscript 168 3 jumper n pulóver The jumper didn't fit so I took it back to the shop.
3: Audioscript 168 3 (they) suit you v phr jól áll, passzol That colour doesn't suit you – try the green one instead.
3: Audioscript 168 3 it's a real pain ez egy hatalmas kín, 

bosszúság
It's a real pain having to walk all the way to school in the rain.

3: Audioscript 168 3 earrings n pl fülbevaló You're not allowed to wear earrings to school.
3: Audioscript 168 3 nephew n unokaöcs My sister's boy – my nephew – is getting married next month.

3: Audioscript 168 3 vegetarian n vegetáriánus More and more people are becoming vegetarians.
3: Audioscript 168 3 fur n szőrme She never wears fur.
3: Audioscript 168 4 flourish v virágzik The government is aiming to create conditions in which 

businesses can flourish.
3: Audioscript 168 4 pulp up v + prep összezúzzák, péppé verik The Chinese pulped up the waste from the silk-making process 

to produce paper.
3: Audioscript 168 4 kite n papírsárkány They take their kites to the park at the weekend and have 

battles in the sky.
3: Audioscript 168 4 fireworks n pl tűzijáték We're having a big fourth of July fireworks display.
3: Audioscript 169 8 it's a long story ez egy hosszú történet "How do you two know each other?" "Oh, it's a long story."
3: Audioscript 169 8 (I) can't see the point of… nem értem a lényegét I can't see the point of making beautiful-looking food that tastes 

awful!
4: Lead-in 47 1 take a risk v phr kockázatot vállal Gary took a risk and bought thousands of shares in the 

company.
4: Lead-in 47 2 gamble n szerencsejáték We cannot afford to take a gamble on a new product.
4: Lead-in 47 2 hazard n kockázat Plastic bags can be a hazard to wildlife.
4: Lead-in 47 2 contract n szerződés Read the contract carefully before you sign it.
4: Lead-in 47 2 at stake prep phr kockán forog Everything we own is at stake – we can't afford for the company 

to fail.
4: Lead-in 47 2 ambition n ambíció, becsvágyás Her ambition is to climb Mount Everest.
4: Lead-in 47 2 substantial adj lényeges, tekintélyes You will get a substantial salary as an assistant to the Managing 

Director.
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4: Lead-in 47 2 vast adj hatalmas, óriási, rengeteg Vast areas of rainforest have been cut down for use as timber.

4: Lead-in 47 2 obsession n megszállottság He has an obsession with collecting the numbers of every train 
he sees.

4: Lead-in 47 2 infatuation n belebolondulás She wasn't really in love with him, it was just a brief infatuation.

4: Lead-in 47 2 all-consuming passion n phr szenvedélyes mindenevő He has an all-consuming passion for anything to do with aircraft.

4: Lead-in 47 2 tightrope n kifeszített kötél I feel as though I'm walking a tightrope between success and 
failure.

4: Lead-in 47 2 safety net n phr biztonsági háló The safety net of unemployment pay and pensions is a 
relatively recent phenomenon.

4: Lead-in 47 2 concentration n koncentráció They soon get tired and lose their concentration.
4.1 48 2 crowd n tömeg A large crowd of protestors gathered outside the US Embassy.

4.1 48 2 solo adv szóló I don't really like his solo album.
4.1 48 2 in record time adv phr rekord idő alatt I got home in record time because Jack gave me a lift in his car.

4.1 48 2 battle v harcol She battled bravely against cancer.
4.1 48 2 voyage n hajóút, utazás The voyage from England to India used to take six months.
4.1 48 2 risk one's life v phr kockázatja az életét Sean risked his life to save the little boy from drowning.
4.1 48 2 sanity n józan ész He lost his sanity after his children were killed.
4.1 48 2 sponsor n szponzor, kezes Eastman Kodak is a major sponsor of the Olympics.
4.1 48 2 cabin n faház We found an old log cabin in the woods and sheltered inside.

4.1 48 2 bunk n priccs, hálóhely Our bunk wasn' exactly very comfortable, but I slept a few 
hours.

4.1 48 2 chart table n phr térkép asztal Spread the maps out on the chart table in the forward cabin.

4.1 48 2 navigational equipment n phr navigációs felszerelés Modern navigational equipment has made it much more difficult 
to get lost at sea.

4.1 48 2 gas burner n phr gázégő There's no electricity, just a small gas burner that you can cook 
on.

4.1 48 2 bucket n vödör Throw a bucket of water over those dogs to stop them fighting!

4.1 48 2 comforts n pl kényelem I like my home comforts, so I'm not keen on the idea of a 
camping holiday.

4.1 48 2 cuddly toy phr ölelnivaló Where's that cuddly toy that little Jimmy always takes to bed 
with him?

4.1 48 2 dismissive of adj + prep elutasító They were very dismissive of my ideas, so I formed my own 
company.

4.1 48 2 multi-hull adj több törzsű hajó We make multi-hull yachts that are much more stable than the 
single-hull versions.

4.1 48 2 feat n hőstett, mutatvány It was an amazing feat of engineering to complete the building 
in two weeks.

4.1 48 2 misconception n félreértés, téves 
értelmezés

He suffered from the misconception that only gay people can 
get AIDS.

4.1 48 2 it's all down to valamin / valakin múlik I've done all I can – it's all down to you now.
4.1 48 2 muscle n izom Diana does exercises to strengthen her leg muscles.
4.1 48 2 self-discipline n önfegyelem A lot of the kids seemed to lack self-discipline, and were very 

naughty.
4.1 48 2 on board prep phr fedélzeten We'll take supplies on board when we get into port.
4.1 48 2 sextant n szextáns, szögmérő Use the sextant to see how far it is to the nearest land.
4.1 48 2 crude adj durva, nyers, goromba I've built a crude model of the house to show you what it might 

look like.
4.1 48 2 barometer n barométer The barometer is rising, so we should have good weather 

tomorrow.
4.1 48 2 GPS positioning n phr GPS pozíció Dave uses a GPS positioning device when he goes walking in 

the mountains.
4.1 48 2 accurate adj pontos Patients should be given accurate information about their 

treatment.
4.1 48 2 plotting n térképre vitel Plotting your position using the sun and a compass takes a lot 

more skill.
4.1 48 2 location n elhelyezés Draw a map showing the precise location of the accident.
4.1 48 2 veteran adj tapasztalt, öreg, veterán Veteran Hollywood entertainer Bob Hope was a favourite with 

British audiences.
4.1 48 2 guaranteed adj garantált We sell furniture that adds a guaranteed touch of class to your 

home.
4.1 49 3 establish sb as   v phr megalapoz Her great sense of humour established her as a popular after-

dinner speaker.
4.1 49 6 distress call n phr vészhelyzeti hívás We received a distress call from the aircraft at 14.30 yesterday.

4.1 49 6 parachuting n ejtőernyőzés Parachuting is a popular way of raising money for charity.
4.1 50 8 dock n kikötő A crowd was waiting at the dock in Plymouth to greet them.

4.1 50 8 wave (me) off v + prep elinteget All my friends and family have come to wave me off on my 
journey.

4.1 50 8 the Channel n a Csatorna Captain Webb was the first person to swim the Channel.
4.1 50 8 sink in phr v felfogja, megérti He paused a moment for his words to sink in.
4.1 50 8 wire n vezeték I need some wire to connect the battery to the bulb.
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4.1 50 8 release v elenged The hostages were released this morning and taken straight to 
hospital.

4.1 50 8 trap v csapdába esik Two people were trapped in the burning building.
4.1 50 8 valve n tolózár, szelep The valves of the heart control the flow of blood.
4.1 50 8 spurt out v + prep spriccel, kilövell Water spurted out from the burst tap in the sink.
4.1 50 8 throbbing adj lüktető I have a throbbing headache and I feel sick.
4.1 50 8 steep adj meredek Joanna likes going biking up and down steep mountain tracks.

4.1 50 8 savage adj kegyetlen He committed three savage murders in the 1930s.
4.1 50 8 forty-five knot blasts n phr negyvenöt tengeri mérföld 

óránként
The wind was increasing, with forty-five knot blasts that tore at 
the sails.

4.1 50 8 horrific adj szörnyű The survivors landed on the island after a horrific plane crash.

4.1 50 8 leap v ugrik She leapt over the fence and ran across the field.
4.1 50 8 carbon n szén How many carbon atoms are there in this small piece of coal?

4.1 50 8 shelving n polcok I'm going to take down the kitchen shelving and put up more 
cupboards instead.

4.1 50 8 be stacked v (pass) halomba rak The dinner plates are always stacked in the second cupboard 
from the right.

4.1 50 9 emotional outlet n phr érzelmi megnyilvánulás He has to do what he's told all day, so yelling at the ref is an 
emotional outlet for him.

4.1 50 10 blog n blog, webes napló Tim often contributes to blogs about the political situation in 
South Africa.

4.1 50 10 updating gerund korszerűsít Updating your software is a good idea, but it can be very 
expensive.

4.1 150 10 link n kapcsolat The chief constable talked about the link between drug use and 
crime.

4.1 150 10 get carried away  idiom magával ragadja a hév My son got a bit carried away and downloaded three complete 
movies last night!

4.1 150 10 curious adj kíváncsi Babies are naturally curious about the world they've just 
entered.

4.2 51 1 swing v himbálódzik, hintázik Outside the pub there was a sign swinging in the wind.
4.2 51 1 land v leszáll (repülő), földet ér, 

földre érkezik
Has her flight landed yet?

4.2 51 1 bend v hajlít Bend your knees slightly.
4.2 51 1 balance v egyensúlyoz Can you balance on one leg?
4.2 51 1 stretch v kinyújt This new job will really stretch his abilities.
4.2 51 1 flip v pattog She flipped the book over and looked on the back.
4.2 51 1 tuck v betűr, aláhajt John tucked his shirt into his trousers.
4.2 51 1 roll v gurul The ball rolled across the lawn.
4.2 51 1 lean v hajol Lean back in your seat and enjoy the ride.
4.2 51 2 shoulder n váll She rested her head on my shoulder.
4.2 51 2 diagonally adv átlósan Tony was sitting diagonally opposite me.
4.2 52 5 urban adj városi He prefers taking photographs of urban landscape rather than 

the countryside.
4.2 52 5 landscape n táj Constable and Gainsborough were famous landscape painters.

4.2 52 5 obstacle course  n phr akadálypálya Getting across this room is like an obstacle course, with all 
these toys lying about!

4.2 52 5 opt to (do) v + prep választ Harry opted to do Maths in his final two years at school.
4.2 52 5 zen-like adj zen-szerű This garden has a zen-like, peaceful quality to it.
4.2 52 5 setback n csalódás, hanyatlás Today's result was a major setback for the team.
4.2 52 5 momentum n lendület The campaign continued to gather momentum.
4.2 52 5 spine n gerinc Tom injured his spine when he fell off his horse one day.
4.2 52 5 transfer v szállít Stella's been transferred to head office.
4.2 52 5 heel n cipősarok He wears walking boots with thick heels to help cushion his feet.

4.2 52 5 death-defying adj életveszélyes The death-defying film stunts are usually done by stunt men, not 
the actors.

4.2 52 5 handstand n kézenállás Whenever I try to do a handstand I always fall over backwards.

4.2 52 5 suppress v elfojt, elnyom The army was called in to suppress the rebellion.
4.2 52 5 rigid adj merev Some religions have very rigid ideas about who you are allowed 

to marry.
4.2 52 5 co-ordination n koordináció I like music, but I don't have the hand-eye co-ordination to play 

the piano.
4.2 52 5 massive adj hatalmas There's a massive dog in the garden – I'm not going in!
4.2 52 6 competitive adj versengő Boys are more competitive than girls.
4.2 52 6 fit adj fitt Ronaldo was overweight and not very fit in the last World Cup.

4.2 53 10 whitewater rafting   n phr vadvízi evezés We went whitewater rafting when we were on holiday in New 
Zealand.

4.2 53 10 hold sb responsible   v phr felelőssé tesz If anything goes wrong, I'm going to hold you personally 
responsible!

4.2 53 10 injured adj sérült The injured passengers were taken to hospital.
4.2 53 10 guy n srác He's a really nice guy.
4.2 53 10 lifejacket n mentőmellény You have to wear a lifejacket or you're not allowed to get on the 

boat.
4.2 53 10 crash helmet n phr bukósisak UK law says that you must wear a crash helmet when you ride a 

motorbike.
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4.2 53 10 trainers n pl tornacipő You're not allowed to wear trainers with black soles on the 
squash court.

4.2 53 10 rollercoaster n hullámvasút He travels round the USA riding on the biggest rollercoasters he 
can find.

4.3 146 2 struggle n harc, igyekezet, küzdelem Every day is a struggle for survival in the jungle.

4.3 146 2 reluctantly adv vonakodva She reluctantly admitted that I was right.
4.3 146 2 share a common spirit  hasonló szellemben 

gondolkodnak
Many famous sports men and women share a common spirit of 
determination.

4.3 146 2 pinnacle n csúcs, tetőpont She reached the pinnacle of her career at the age of 45.
4.3 146 2 illegal punch n phr szabálytalan ütés The boxer was disqualified because he threw an illegal punch.

4.3 146 2 opponent n ellenfél His opponent is twice as big as he is.
4.3 146 2 paralysed adj megbénult The accident left him permanently paralysed in both legs.
4.3 146 2 guilt n bűntudat She felt a terrible sense of guilt and shame.
4.3 54 4 oyster n osztriga The hotel is famous for its oysters and champagne.
4.3 55 7 turn out phr v valamilyennek bizonyul, 

kiderül
It was a difficult time, but eventually things turned out all right.

4.3 55 7 work out phr v kidolgoz UN negotiators have worked out a set of compromise 
proposals.

4.3 55 7 give out phr v kiad Can you give the drinks out, please?
4.3 55 7 put out phr v elolt The rescue services are still trying to put out the fires.
4.3 55 7 sort sth out v phr megold, elrendez It might be difficult for me to come, but I'll try to sort something 

out.
4.3 56 10 ironing n vasalás I hate doing the ironing.
4.3 56 10 ravine n szakadék He fell into a ravine in the hills and broke his leg.
4.3 56 10 Mind you,… egyébként Generally, I don't like sweet things. Mind you, I love ice cream!

4.3 56 10 put sb off v phr elhalaszt When she told me the salary it really put me off taking the job.

4: Vocabulary 57 2 rug n rongyszőnyeg He learnt the art of rug making from his mother.
4: Vocabulary 57 2 shallow adj sekély The water only comes up to your waist at the shallow end of the 

pool.
4: Vocabulary 57 2 intend to v + prep szándékozik After university I intend to look for a job in the entertainment 

industry.
4: Vocabulary 57 2 muscular adj izmos His strong, muscular arms were what she found most attractive 

about him.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 low-risk strategy   n phr alacsony kockázatú 

stratégia
One low-risk strategy for saving your money is to put it into a 
building society account.

4: Vocabulary 57 3 high-risk strategy   n phr magas kockázatú stratégia Buying shares is a more high-risk strategy because you might 
lose your money.

4: Vocabulary 57 3 long-term adj hosszú távú The long-term effects of smoking are now known to include a 
risk of lung cancer.

4: Vocabulary 57 3 short-term adj rövidtávú Keeping a dog as a pet is not a short-term proposition.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 local adj helyi Our kids go to the local school – it's just down the road.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 long-distance adj távolsági This terminal is just for passengers on long-distance flights.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 short cut n phr útrövidítés He took a short cut across the fields.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 long way round n phr kerülőút We'll go the long way round, because the view is prettier.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 broad-minded adj széles látókörű He's quite broad-minded and doesn't mind the occasional rude 

joke.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 narrow-minded adj szűklátókörű His attitude is narrow-minded and insensitive.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 skinny adj sovány, csontos Some supermodels are far too skinny.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 slim adj karcsú You're looking a lot slimmer – have you lost weight?
4: Vocabulary 57 3 shallow (person)   adj sekélyes She's a shallow person who only really cares about money and 

possessions.
4: Vocabulary 57 3 deep (person) adj alapos, nem felületes She seems quite deep because she thinks a lot but says very 

little.
4: Vocabulary 57 4 make a deep impression on sb  mély benyomást gyakorol 

valakire
His experiences in Africa made a deep impression on his later 
life.

4: Vocabulary 57 4 be thrown in at the deep end    idiom mélyvízbe dob He threw her in at the deep end by putting her in charge on her 
first day.

4: Vocabulary 57 4 be deep in thought   v phr gondolataiba merül He sat and stared out to sea, deep in thought.
4: Vocabulary 57 4 go off at the deep end   idiom dühbe gurul Mum will go off at the deep end when she sees this mess!
4: Vocabulary 57 4 still waters run deep   idiom lassú víz partot mos You're very quiet. Still waters run deep, eh?
4: Vocabulary 57 5 expand a business   v phr üzletet kiterjeszt She wants to expand the business by starting to sell some new 

products.
4: Vocabulary 57 5 extend a house   megnagyobbít egy házat They've extended the house into part of the back garden.

4: Vocabulary 57 5 spread v terjed Fire spread quickly through the building.
4: Vocabulary 57 5 lengthy conversation   n phr hosszú beszélgetés It took several lengthy conversations with officials before we 

were allowed in.
4: Vocabulary 57 5 contract v összezsugorodik Metal contracts as it cools.
4: Vocabulary 57 5 shrink v összezsugorodik The size of families has been shrinking since the 1970s.
4: Vocabulary 169 1 plain sailing idiom egyszerű dolog, sima ügy That's the difficult part over – it should all be plain sailing from 

here on.
4: Audioscript 169 1 in one piece adj phr egy darabban Don't drive so fast! I'd like to get there in one piece!
4: Audioscript 169 2 lung capacity n phr tüdő kapacitás If you'd like to start running on the treadmill, we'll test your lung 

capacity.
4: Audioscript 169 2 chin n áll He rubbed his chin thoughtfully.
4: Audioscript 169 2 chest n mellkas I like a man with a hairy chest.
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4: Audioscript 169 4 promising adj ígéretes She met him Olivier he was still just a promising young actor.

5: Lead-in 61 1 nostalgic adj nosztalgikus Seeing those old school photographs has made me feel quite 
nostalgic.

5: Lead-in 61 1 memory n emlék She has a very good memory for faces.
5: Lead-in 61 1 memorable adj emlékezetes It's been a memorable day for President Bush and Tony Blair.

5: Lead-in 61 1 reminisce v emlékeiről beszél We were reminiscing fondly about our college days.
5.1 62 2 intense gaze n phr erős, intenzív nézés He has extremely blue eyes and a very intense gaze.
5.1 62 2 bench n pad We sat on a park bench to eat our sandwiches.
5.1 62 2 slight adj kicsi, jelentéktelen Jimmy has made a slight improvement in his grades this term.

5.1 62 2 balding adj kopaszodó I was approached by a balding man in his mid-thirties.
5.1 62 2 eyebrows n pl szemöldök He raised his eyebrows in surprise.
5.1 62 2 moustache n bajusz He's shaved off his moustache and beard.
5.1 62 2 noble adj nemes It was a noble idea to help them, but the money is not getting to 

the right places.
5.1 62 2 immune to adj + prep immunis, nem fogékony Don't bother complimenting her – she's immune to flattery.
5.1 62 2 bureaucratic adj bürokratikus After I lost my passport I found myself in the middle of a 

bureaucratic nightmare.
5.1 62 2 nightmare n rémálom I still have nightmares about the accident.
5.1 62 2 insanely adv őrülten Her boyfriend is insanely jealous and doesn't even like her 

talking to anyone else.
5.1 62 2 refugee n menekült The camera crew stopped at a refugee camp near the border.

5.1 62 2 papers (official) n pl iratok The soldiers demanded to see our papers before they would let 
us proceed.

5.1 62 2 be catapulted into sth  v (pass) egy csapásra vált Her relationship with a well-known footballer catapulted her to 
fame.

5.1 62 2 adapted adj átalakított, átdolgozott Our car has been adapted to take unleaded fuel.
5.1 62 2 version n verzió I prefer the original version of the film to this new one.
5.1 62 2 anchor n horgony, vasmacska The ship lat at anchor in the bay.
5.1 62 2 pillow n párna I'll be asleep as soon as my head hits the pillow.
5.1 62 2 extensive adj kiterjedt The exhibition received extensive media coverage.
5.1 62 2 straw n szívószál Can we have one bottle of lemonade and two straws, please?

5.1 62 2 dignity n méltóság She spoke with courage and dignity about her troubled life.
5.1 62 2 content adj elégedett She seems content to keep on doing the same job till she 

retires.
5.1 62 2 self-sufficiency n önellátás The course teaches you about self-sufficiency and managing on 

your own.
5.1 62 2 meticulously adv aprólékosan, pedánsan He read the book meticulously, looking for any mistakes.
5.1 62 2 groomed adj ápolt, tisztántartott Chris is always smart and well groomed.
5.1 62 2 tip n borravaló He's very generous, he always leave a huge tip when eating out 

in a restaurant
5.1 62 2 intellectual n intellektuális, értelmiségi Leading British intellectuals have condemned the government's 

plans.
5.1 62 2 thrilled adj izgatott We were so thrilled to hear about the new baby!
5.1 62 2 be under the impression that    az a benyomása, hogy I was under the impression that you were going to pay me more 

than this.
5.1 63 3 aim to please v phr cél, hogy örömet 

szerezzen
We aim to please – we want the customer to go away happy.

5.1 63 3 play on sb's sympathy   v phr kihasználja valakinek a 
rokonszenvét

Don't try to play on my sympathy – it's your own fault you're in 
this mess!

5.1 64 10 scruffy adj elhanyagolt, ápolatlan He wore a scruffy pair of jeans and some old, dirty trainers.
5.1 64 10 elegant adj elegáns Everyone was so elegant and well dressed that I felt scruffy.

5.1 64 10 clean-shaven adj frissen borotvált I don't bother about being clean-shaven at the weekends.
5.1 64 10 curly adj göndör The little boy had long dark curly hair and huge brown eyes.
5.1 64 10 chubby adj pufi That baby has really healthy-looking, chubby cheeks!
5.1 64 10 wavy adj hullámos She has wavy hair, not straight or curly.
5.1 64 10 stocky adj köpcös A stocky man was standing outside the club telling people to go 

away.
5.1 64 10 dyed adj festett (haj) Her hair was dyed blonde, but you could see her real colour 

was brown.
5.1 64 10 going a bit bald   kopaszodik George is going a bit bald on top these days.
5.1 64 10 mousy adj egérszürke She had brown mousy hair and a very ordinary kind of face.
5.1 64 10 tanned adj napbarnított He had a tough, tanned face from spending so much time 

outdoors.
5.1 64 10 spiky adj hegyes Punks often have spiky hair in bright colours like red and green.

5.2 65 1 lawn n gyep, pázsít I spent all morning mowing the lawn.
5.2 65 1 make out phr v felismer, kibogoz He could just make out a dark shape moving towards him.
5.2 65 4 rambling adj kószáló They have a huge rambling house with corridors that seem to 

go on for ever.
5.2 65 4 pretty much to ourselves   többnyire saját célra We had the place pretty much to ourselves for the whole week.

5.2 65 4 mess around v + prep vacakol He likes just messing around in the garage at weekends.
5.2 65 4 model child n phr minta gyerek He wasn't exactly a model child – he was always getting into 

trouble.
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5.2 65 4 Shame really. Micsoda szégyen. You never met my brother, did you? Shame really – you'd have 
liked him.

5.2 66 8 hold one's breath   v phr visszatartja a lélegzetét I held my breath and counted to 20, hoping that my hiccups 
would stop.

5.2 66 8 end up phr v végez, bevégez He came round for a coffee and ended up staying for six 
months!

5.2 66 8 target n cél Airports are prime targets for terrorist attacks.
5.2 66 8 bonus n jutalom Does the company give its employees a Christmas bonus?
5.3 68 1 confused adj zavart He was totally confused and didn't even know what day it was.

5.3 68 1 suspicious adj gyanús, gyanakvó The army were called in when a suspicious package was 
delivered.

5.3 68 1 sceptical adj szkeptikus, kételkedő I'm highly sceptical about what I read in the press.
5.3 68 1 optimistic adj optimista, derűlátó Tom's very optimistic about finding a job.
5.3 68 1 relieved adj megkönnyebbült I was relieved to be back home, safe and sound.
5.3 68 2 drop all charges against sb   v phr ejti az összes vádat valaki 

ellen
The police have dropped all charges against three of the 
suspects.

5.3 68 2 tackle a problem   v phr kezel egy problémát How are we going to tackle the problem of John's laziness?
5.3 69 4 comparatively adv viszonylag Videos are still comparatively expensive.
5.3 69 4 with open arms   adv phr kitárt karral I'd welcome any suggestions you have with open arms.
5.3 69 4 mere adj merő, puszta She won by a mere two points.
5.3 69 4 bring oneself to   v reflex + 

prep
ráveszi magát valamire I'm not sure if I can bring myself to tell him the truth.

5.3 69 4 be on edge v phr ingerült, ideges He's been feeling nervous and on edge all week.
5.3 69 4 irresistibly adv ellenállhatatlanul She was irresistibly drawn to him because of his charm.
5.3 69 4 weep v sír, zokog She wept with relief when they told her he was safe.
5.3 69 4 meaningful adj jelentőségteljes The space probe has sent back data that is meaningful only to 

scientists.
5.3 69 4 self-centred adj én központú She's very self-centred and never thinks about anyone else.
5.3 69 4 deny v tagad In court they denied all the charges.
5.3 69 4 nausea n hányinger, émelygés A feeling of nausea suddenly came over me as the ship leaned 

to one side.
5.3 69 4 notion n eszme, fogalom Where did you get the notion that I was leaving?
5.3 69 4 furious adj mérges He is furious at the court's decision.
5.3 69 4 stepmother n mostohaanya Cassie plays the wicked stepmother in "Cinderella".
5.3 69 4 curtain n függöny We need a new pair of curtains for the living room window.
5.3 69 4 cushion n párna, légpárna Good sports shoes provide a cushion when running.
5.3 69 4 label n címke Always read the instructions on the label.
5.3 69 4 attached adj csatolt Please find attached the file that I promised to send you.
5.3 69 4 parcel n csomag The parcel was delivered by courier last week.
5.3 69 4 ink n tinta The paper carried a message written in black ink.
5.3 69 4 fade v elhalványul Hopes of peace are beginning to fade.
5.3 68 5 come across phr v talál, meglel I came across an old diary in her desk.
5: Vocabulary 71 1 cold fish n phr hűvös, tartózkodó, 

zárkózott ember
Tom's a cold fish who never shows any emotion.

5: Vocabulary 71 1 as hard as nails   idiom kőkemény, a vasnál is 
keményebb

These cakes are as hard as nails! How long did you bake them 
for?

5: Vocabulary 71 1 pain in the neck   idiom púp a háton My boss is a pain in the neck who's always telling me to work 
harder.

5: Vocabulary 71 1 (his) heart's in the right place   idiom helyén van a szíve He's very strict with the children, but his heart's in the right 
place.

5: Vocabulary 71 1 awkward customer  n phr kellemetlen vásárló Mary's a bit of an awkward customer who likes to get a good 
price for everything.

5: Vocabulary 71 1 a real know-all n phr igazi okos tojás He's a real know-all when it comes to computers.
5: Vocabulary 71 1 high-flyer n magasra törő, gyors sikert 

elérő emberek
The high-flyers in the company get well paid for their work.

5: Vocabulary 71 1 loner n magányos Ken's always been a bit of a loner.
5: Communication 72 1 archaeologist n régész Some archaeologists have started digging in the field down the 

road.
5: Communication 72 1 alien adj idegen In the story, scientists tried to capture the alien life forms to 

study them.
5: Communication 72 1 being n élőlény Strange beings from outer space have drawn circles in our field.

5: Communication 72 1 time capsule n phr időkapszula They buried a time capsule which they hoped people would dig 
up in 100 years' time.

5: Communication 72 1 sensation n érzés She had a tingling sensation in her hands.

5: Communication 72 1 artefact n tárgyi lelet, műtermék Egyptian artefacts have been stolen from the museum in the 
city.

5: Communication 72 1 buried adj eltemetett She was buried in Woodlawn Cemetery.

5: Communication 72 1 crumbling adj morzsolódó, omladozó They own an old, crumbling mansion in Oxfordshire.

5: Communication 72 1 coin n érme Have you got any pound coins for the machine?

5: Communication 72 1 leave (your) mark   v phr ott hagyta a kézjegyét George Eastman certainly left his mark on the photographic 
industry.

5: Audioscript 170 2 nanny n dada, dadus She found a job as a nanny with a wealthy Italian family.
5: Audioscript 170 2 naughty adj csintalan, szemtelen You're a very naughty boy! Look what you've done!
5: Audioscript 170 3 cross adj mérges Are you cross with me?
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5: Audioscript 170 3 tentative adj kísérleti, próbaképpen tett She gave me a tentative smile and slowly came into the room.

5: Audioscript 170 3 chess n sakk They meet fairly often to play chess.
5: Audioscript 170 4 throw up phr v kihány Georgia was bent over the basin, throwing up.
5: Audioscript 170 4 hanging around adj phr kószál He spends far too much time hanging around doing nothing with 

his mates.
5: Audioscript 170 5 go out on a date   v phr randira megy I'm going out on a date with Jo tonight, so don't wait up.
5: Audioscript 170 6 meaningless adj értelmetlen Life felt meaningless since the death of his wife and daughter.

5: Audioscript 170 6 mirror (my) own life   v phr tükrözi az én életemet What had happened to her in the past year mirrored events in 
his own life.

5: Audioscript 170 7 rust v rozsdásodik The metal had begun to rust and flake off in pieces.
5: Audioscript 170 7 leak v szivárog, kifolyik The roof is leaking, and water is pouring into the bedroom.
5: Audioscript 170 7 hard-wearing adj strapabíró I want a new pair of hard-wearing shoes for wearing to work.
5: Audioscript 170 7 aluminium n alumínium Recycled aluminium cans were used to make the body of the 

car.
5: Audioscript 170 7 stainless steel n phr rozsdamentes acél The best cutlery is made from stainless steel in Sheffield.
5: Audioscript 170 7 deteriorate v leépül, tönkremegy David's health deteriorated rapidly, and he died two days later.

5: Audioscript 170 7 stable adj stabil, tartós For the first time, she's in a stable relationship.
5: Audioscript 170 7 bearing in mind   emlékezetben tart Bearing mind what the weather forecast said, I'm going to take 

an umbrella.
6: Lead-in 75 3 have itchy feet idiom menni szeretne, viszket a 

talpa
He's got itchy feet and wants to start travelling the world again.

6: Lead-in 75 3 go into uncharted territory   idiom fel nem kutatott, 
térképezetlen

The space craft will be going into uncharted territory once it 
passes Jupiter.

6: Lead-in 75 3 independent traveller   n phr független utazó This travel agency caters for the independent traveller.
6: Lead-in 75 3 wander around v + prep vándorol, mászkál Let's just go into town and wander around looking at the shops.

6: Lead-in 75 3 be bitten by the travel bug   idiom elkapta az utazási láz Since he went to Australia he's really been bitten by the travel 
bug.

6: Lead-in 75 3 experience real culture shock   kulturális sokk hatás ér 
valakit

They experienced real culture shock when they saw all the 
beggars in the streets.

6.1 76 1 jungle n dzsungel The Amazon jungle is home to many animals not found 
anywhere else.

6.1 76 1 civilisation n civilizáció We like to get right out into the country, away from civilisation.

6.1 76 2 fly n légy There were flies all over the food.
6.1 76 2 sweat n izzadság Beads of sweat appeared on his forehead.
6.1 76 2 bee n méh A swarm of bees attacked them and stung them all over.
6.1 76 2 hell n pokol He made my life hell when I worked under him.
6.1 76 2 all in a day's work semmiség, nem nagy ügy Spending millions of pounds is all in a day's work to some 

people in the City.
6.1 76 2 (hotel) lounge n (hotel) előcsarnok, 

társalgó
Have a seat in the lounge and we'll tell you when your table is 
ready.

6.1 76 2 gruelling adj döglesztő, fárasztó It was a gruelling journey through 20 miles of featureless desert.

6.1 76 2 dense adj sűrű Dense pine forests cover a large part of the mountainside.
6.1 76 2 fascinating adj megragadó, magával 

ragadó
I found History to be a fascinating subject when I was at school.

6.1 76 2 daunting adj csüggesztő, riasztó The trip seemed rather daunting for a young girl.
6.1 76 2 challenging adj kihívó, kihívást jelentő It's been a challenging year, but we succeeded in the end.
6.1 76 2 petrified adj halálra vált, megdermedt I'm absolutely petrified of dogs.
6.1 76 2 rope n kötél Fasten this rope round your waist and I'll lower you down.
6.1 76 2 plummet v esik, zuhan House prices have plummeted over the past year.
6.1 76 2 clinging adj kapaszkodó The little girl was clinging to her mother's skirt.
6.1 76 2 stinging adj szúrós, égető Labour made a stinging attack on the Conservatives' policies.

6.1 76 2 sucking adj szívó Barry was sucking on an ice lolly to cool him down.
6.1 76 2 beast n szörny Some little beast has bitten my arm six times!
6.1 76 2 mosquito n szúnyog I'm covered in mosquito bites!
6.1 76 2 be plagued by v (pass) gyötörte valaki / valami During the day we were constantly plagued by flies.
6.1 76 2 bite n harap He took a bite of the cheese.
6.1 76 2 disgusting adj undorító The way he treats her is disgusting.
6.1 76 2 slimy adj nyálkás, csúszó-mászó The snails have left slimy trails all over my plant pots.
6.1 76 2 leech n pióca Doctors used to put leeches on their patients' skin to suck their 

blood out.
6.1 76 2 jaws n pl állkapocs You don't want to get anywhere near a crocodile's jaws.
6.1 76 2 film crew n phr film stáb Michael Palin took a film crew with him when he crossed the 

Sahara.
6.1 76 2 inspiring adj inspiráló They made an inspiring film about the harsh life of the Inuit 

people.
6.1 76 2 urban tower block n phr városi toronyházak Some of these urban tower blocks are horrible places to live in.

6.1 76 2 disruption n szétszakadás, romlás The strike caused widespread disruption to the rail network.
6.1 76 2 species n sing or pl faj, fajta Three different species of deer live in the forest.
6.1 77 3 out of place adv phr kívülálló I feel a bit out of place – everyone else is smart and I look 

scruffy.
6.1 77 4 expedition n expedíció, felfedező út The are planning an expedition to the North Pole next year.
6.1 78 11 put up phr v felhúz, felépít, felállít They're putting up several new office blocks in the centre of 

town.
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6.1 78 11 tent n sátor We looked for a place to put up our tent.
6.1 78 11 bumpy adj egyeletlen, hepehupás The road between here and the city is bumpy and full of holes.

6.1 78 11 snail n csiga Traffic was moving at a snail's pace.
6.1 78 11 sanctuary n menedékhely The refugees were seeking sanctuary in Australia.
6.1 78 11 rewarding adj jutalmazó, kielégítő She just wants a rewarding job, whether it pays well or not.
6.1 162 13(1) project n kutatási feladat He's offering me work on a three-year research project at the 

university.
6.1 162 13(1) orphanage n árvaház He was raised in an orphanage after his parents died in an 

accident.
6.1 162 13(2) exclamation mark   n phr felkiáltójel You must be blind if you can't see the exclamation mark at the 

end of this sentence!
6.1 162 13(2) question mark n phr kérdőjel A big question mark hangs over the company's future.
6.1 162 13(2) apostrophe n aposztróf "It's" only has an apostrophe in it when it's short for "it is".
6.1 162 13(2) dash n gondolatjel, kötőjel Dots and dashes are used to write down letters in Morse code.

6.2 79 1 flourishing adj virágzó They are partners in a flourishing furniture business.
6.2 79 1 precious adj értékes We cannot afford to waste precious time.
6.2 79 1 sacred adj szent The Bible is a sacred book for people who believe in 

Christianity.
6.2 79 1 in harmony with   adj phr összhangban valamivel Kate stretched out under the stars and felt in harmony with 

nature.
6.2 79 1 pristine adj hajdani, régi This 1973 Volkswagen in pristine condition is yours for only 

£12,000.
6.2 79 1 discrimination n megkülönböztetés There is widespread discrimination against older people in the 

job market.
6.2 79 1 safeguard v garancia, védelem The industry has a duty to safeguard consumers.
6.2 79 1 adopt an approach   v phr megközelítést alkalmaz What approach are you going to adopt with him when you tell 

him he's sacked?
6.2 79 1 cautious adj óvatos The old lady was a cautious driver who never went over 30 

miles an hour.
6.2 79 1 prepaid adj bérmentesített They've enclosed a prepaid envelope for me to send the book 

back in.
6.2 79 1 package tour n phr szervezett út Package tours are often cheaper than booking your flight and 

hotel separately.
6.2 171 5 humid adj párás, nyirkos, nedves I don't mind when it's hot, but I don't like the humid heat you get 

in some places.
6.2 171 5 breeze n szellő A light breeze gently stirred the sails of the yachts in the 

harbour.
6.2 171 5 clear adj tiszta The air was very clear, and we could see for miles.
6.2 171 5 mild adj enyhe We are lucky to have a mild climate, without the severe winters 

they get in Canada.
6.2 171 5 scorching adj perzselő The scorching heat of an Australian summer dries out many 

plants.
6.2 171 5 pour v ömlik Take an umbrella – it's going to pour later.
6.2 171 5 subzero temperatures   n phr nulla fok alatti Although the days are hot, we often get subzero temperatures 

at night.
6.2 171 5 changeable adj változó, változékony Today's weather will be changeable, with some sun but also lots 

of rain.
6.2 171 5 bright adj fényes Those bright lights in the sky are the aurora borealis.
6.2 171 5 showery adj záporos It will be a showery afternoon, but the rain will stop later this 

evening.
6.2 171 5 chilly adj csípős It was a chilly morning, but it warmed up in the afternoon.
6.2 171 5 drizzle v szitál It had just begun to drizzle.
6.2 80 6 soaked adj elázott I'm soaked through.
6.2 80 6 in the shade adv phr árnyékban Let's go and sit in the shade of that tree.
6.2 80 6 cloud n felhő There were no clouds in the sky.
6.2 80 6 jacket n dzseki He was wearing jeans and a leather jacket.
6.2 80 9 trekking n túra We went pony trekking in the Welsh hills.
6.2 80 9 gear n felszerelés, holmi Make sure you take rain gear in case the weather gets worse.

6.2 80 9 be provided v (pass) biztosítanak valamit Evening meals are provided, but you have to buy your own 
lunch.

6.2 80 9 ingredient n alapanyag Mix the ingredients together in a bowl.
6.2 80 9 flag n zászló The French flag has stripes of blue, white and red.
6.2 145 13 cliff n szikla We could see the white cliffs of Dover from halfway across the 

Channel.
6.2 145 13 grape n szőlő Can I have a bunch of black grapes, please?
6.2 145 13 olive n olíva The Italians use a lot of olive oil in their cooking.
6.2 145 13 date palm n phr datolya pálma We could it was a tropical country by the date palms that were 

all around.
6.2 145 13 fig n füge "Do you like figs?" "Only when they're in biscuits."
6.2 145 13 apricot n sárgabarack The baby had a soft, slightly downy face, like the skin of an 

apricot.
6.2 145 13 citrus fruit n phr citrusfélék Citrus fruit is good for you, and you should eat it every day.
6.2 145 13 sand dunes n phr homok dűnék The wind had blown the sand dunes into amazing shapes.
6.2 145 13 tastefully adv  ízlésesen This block contains 40 tastefully furnished apartments, all at 

reasonable prices.
6.2 145 13 furnished adj bútorozott The hotel is comfortably furnished.
6.2 145 13 fan n ventilátor The ceiling fan moved the air around and cooled it slightly.
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6.2 145 13 terrace n terasz The terrace at the back of their house looks over the beach and 
the sea beyond.

6.2 145 13 mountain range   n phr hegyvonulat The mountain range looked blue in the distance.
6.2 145 13 delicious adj finom That was a delicious meal, Frances – thanks!
6.2 145 13 (be) baked v (pass) megsütik The food is baked by being covered with leaves and buried in 

the hot sand.
6.3 82 1 emigrate v kivándorol His parents emigrated to France when he was three years old.

6.3 82 1 abroad adv külföldön, külföldre He often has to go abroad on business.
6.3 82 1 move house v phr költözik We're moving house at the end of the week – here's our new 

address.
6.3 82 1 leave home v phr elmegy otthonról I left home when I was 16 to go and work in London.
6.3 82 1 roam around v + prep kalandozik, kóborol, 

barangol
He roamed around southern England for a while, never really 
settling anywhere.

6.3 82 1 set off phr v felkerekedik I'll set off early to avoid the traffic.
6.3 82 1 see sb off v phr kikísér I'll walk round to the bus stop with you and see you off.
6.3 82 1 be off v phr eltávozik, távol van I'm off to work now – I'll see you later.
6.3 83 4 be on the move v phr úton van Well, it's getting late – it's time we were on the move.
6.3 83 4 temporarily adv átmenetileg The library is temporarily closed for decorations.
6.3 83 4 permanently adv állandóan The accident left him permanently disabled.
6.3 83 4 set up home v phr otthont alapít They're going to set up home in Australia after they get married.

6.3 83 4 the grass is greener   idiom a szomszéd fűje mindig 
zöldebb

He always thinks the grass is greener on the other side of the 
fence.

6.3 83 4 overseas adv tengerentúl Chris is going to work overseas.
6.3 83 4 prestigious adj tekintélyes, 

köztiszteletben álló
He won a prestigious literary award for his latest novel.

6.3 83 4 funding n költségviselés, alapítvány There isn't enough government funding for the universities.

6.3 83 4 recognition n elismerés They haven't given me any recognition for all the hard work I do.

6.3 83 4 destination n célállomás We have just enough fuel left to reach our destination.
6.3 83 4 leisure n pihenés There's plenty time for leisure activities such as sailing and 

swimming.
6.3 83 4 laid-back adj laza He has a very laid-back and relaxed approach to life.
6.3 83 4 appealing adj rokonszenves, vonzó The city offers an appealing combination of sporting and cultural 

events.
6.3 83 4 property n tulajdon, vagyon Police recovered some of the stolen property.
6.3 83 4 factor n szempont Vaccination is an important factor in improving the nation's 

health.
6.3 83 4 romanticise v romantikát visz valamibe He romanticised their relationship but she just thought of him as 

a friend.
6.3 82 5 work permit n phr munkaengedély Will you be able to get a work permit when you get to Australia?

6.3 84 7 vowel n magánhangzó "Facetious" is one of the few English words that contains all the 
vowels in alphabetical order.

6.3 84 7 consonant n mássalhangzó Any letter that is not a vowel is a consonant.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 go away phr v menj el innen Go away and leave me alone!
6: Vocabulary 85 1 what's going on mi folyik itt What's going on? I heard a police car go past.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 go for phr v kiválaszt The dog suddenly went for me and bit my hand.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 go back on one's word  v phr megszegi a szavát He promised he'd take me, but he went back on his word and 

went without me.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 go down with phr v megkap (betegséget) Half the team had gone down with flu.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 have a go v phr megpróbál valamit I'm sure if I'll be any good at this, but I'll have a go.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 make a go of v phr véghezvisz, megvalósít They've really made a go of their new business, and it looks like 

it'll be a success.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 be on the go v phr úton van I've been on the go since six this morning, and I'm tired out.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 it goes without saying nyilvánvaló It goes without saying that some politician will be involved in a 

scandal soon.
6: Vocabulary 85 1 go to great lengths a legmesszebbmenőkig 

elmegy
He went to great lengths to hide his affair from the newspapers.

6: Communication 86 2 intrepid adj merész, rettenthetetlen The intrepid explorers slowly made their way to the North Pole.

6: Communication 86 2 sleeping under the stars szabadég alatt alszik I'd like to forget about the tent and just try sleeping under the 
stars.

6: Communication 86 2 home from home n phr a második otthona 
valakinek

They welcomed me so warmly that it was just like a home from 
home.

6: Communication 86 2 luxury n luxus They lived a life of luxury, with everything they could want.

6: Communication 86 2 guidebook n útikalauz Most travel guidebooks don't tell you that this is a dangerous 
city.

6: Communication 86 2 penknife n zsebkés A penknife is a useful thing to take on a camping trip.

6: Communication 86 2 open-ended adj nyitva hagyott They've offered me an open-ended contract and said I can stay 
as long as I like.

6: Communication 86 2 tropical disease n phr trópusi betegség The CDC is the US body that controls outbreaks of tropical 
diseases.

6: Communication 86 2 suntan n lesülés This suntan lotion is all right for adults, but I wouldn't use it on 
children.

6: Communication 86 2 arts and crafts n phr kézművesség és 
iparművészet

There were stalls selling plants and flowers, and others selling 
arts and crafts.
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6: Audioscript 170 1 (it) struck me belenyilall, beleüt I was already halfway to work when it struck me I'd left the water 
running.

6: Audioscript 170 1 diving n búvárkodás We went diving on the coral reef.
6: Audioscript 171 1 homesick adj honvágyas I'd never leave England, partly because I'd get homesick.
6: Audioscript 171 5 overcast adj felhős It will be a chilly, overcast day in most parts of Scotland.
6: Audioscript 171 5 dramatic adj drámai However, there will be a dramatic change in temperature later in 

the week.
6: Audioscript 171 6 queries n pl kérdőív Staff are always available to answer your queries.
6: Audioscript 171 6 assortment n készlet I've brought an assortment of cakes and biscuits, as it's my 

birthday.
6: Audioscript 171 6 yak n jak The old man was wearing a jacket made from yak hair.
6: Audioscript 171 6 dairy foods n phr tejtermékek Sally is allergic to dairy foods.
7: Lead-in 89 1 excess n túlzás The problem was caused by an excess of enthusiasm.
7: Lead-in 89 1 excessive adj túlságos, túlzott Avoid excessive amounts of coffee.
7: Lead-in 89 3 extravagant adj költekező, tékozló They led an extravagant lifestyle, with homes in Monaco and 

New York.
7: Lead-in 89 3 extra-large adj extra nagy Can I have the extra-large size, please?
7: Lead-in 89 3 spoilt adj elkényeztetett Consumers these days are spoilt for choice.
7: Lead-in 89 3 overpriced adj túl drága I don't mind paying for good food, but I can't stand bad, 

overpriced restaurants.
7: Lead-in 89 3 far-fetched adj erőltetett, túlzott Her story was pretty far-fetched, and many people didn't believe 

it.
7: Lead-in 89 3 spending spree n phr költekező út As soon as she got her Lottery winnings, she went on a huge 

spending spree.
7.1 90 2 document v dokumentál The programme documents the life of a teenager.
7.1 90 2 consequences n pl következmények They pay no attention to the environmental consequences of 

road building.
7.1 90 2 considerably adv meglehetősen It's considerably colder today.
7.1 90 2 portion n rész, adag The return portion of the plane ticket can be used at any time.

7.1 90 2 admit v bevall, beismer "OK, I was scared," she admitted.
7.1 90 2 ignore v figyelmen kívül hagy They can't ignore the fact that he's here.
7.1 90 2 sensible adj ésszerű She's a very sensible girl, and won't do anything silly.
7.1 90 2 certify v igazol Engineers certified that the aircraft was safe.
7.1 90 2 severe adj súlyos Both passengers suffered severe head injuries in the accident.

7.1 90 2 liver n máj The patient suffers from a rare liver disorder.
7.1 90 2 recommend v javasol Dentists strongly recommend that you change your toothbrush 

every few months.
7.1 90 2 fast-forward picture  gyorsan lepörget képet When he went under the water he got a fast-forward picture of 

his previous life.
7.1 90 2 heart disease n phr szívbetegség Heart disease is often related to poor diet and lack of exercise.

7.1 90 2 liver failure n phr máj elégtelenség Liver failure is often caused by excessive drinking of alcohol.

7.1 90 2 high blood pressure   n phr magas vérnyomás She suffers from stress and high blood pressure.
7.1 90 2 diabetes n cukorbetegség There is no miracle cure for diabetes.
7.1 90 2 depression n depresszió The patient is suffering from depression.
7.1 90 2 have an obligation to  v phr kötelességünk van We have an obligation to our children to look after the 

environment.
7.1 90 2 fries n pl sült krumpli She devoured three burgers and a pile of fries.
7.1 90 2 effective adj hatékony Many teachers think that phonics is an effective way to teach 

reading.
7.1 90 2 establish v létrehoz, létesít Our goal is to establish a new research centre.
7.1 90 2 positive association  n phr pozitív társítás Sport and a healthy diet often have positive associations in 

children's minds.
7.1 90 2 lethargic adj lehangolt The hot weather was making us all lethargic.
7.1 90 2 upbeat adj vidám The movie has an upbeat ending, and everybody lives happily 

ever after.
7.1 90 2 judging by v phr valami alapján Judging by the size of his muscles, he goes to the gym a lot.

7.1 90 2 critic n kritikus He works as a literary critic for The Times.
7.1 90 2 food for thought idiom elgondolkodtató What he said yesterday has given me food for thought.
7.1 92 9 saucepan n lábos Heat the oil and garlic in a large saucepan.
7.1 92 9 oven n sütő Bake in a hot oven for ten minutes.
7.1 92 9 bake v süt I'm baking a cake for my dad's birthday.
7.1 92 9 cooker n főzőlap We have a gas cooker but an electric oven.
7.1 92 9 beef n marhahús Do you still have roast beef for lunch every Sunday?
7.1 92 9 scramble v rántottát készít The only dish I can make is scrambled eggs.
7.1 92 9 bitter adj keserű That fruit has a strange bitter taste.
7.1 92 9 frying pan n phr serpenyő With this type of frying pan, you don't need to use any oil.
7.1 92 9 fry v olajban süt Do you want me to fry some eggs?
7.1 92 9 peach n barack Would you like peaches and ice cream for dessert?
7.1 92 9 roast v rostélyon süt Are you going to roast the chicken?
7.1 92 9 cabbage n káposzta Overcooked cabbage is one of the common features of English 

cooking.
7.1 92 9 boil v forral Drop the noodles into salted water and boil for four minutes.
7.1 92 9 sour adj savanyú Green apples used for cooking often taste sour.
7.1 92 9 grill v grillez Grill the bacon until it is crisp.
7.1 92 9 savoury adj jó ízű, pikáns, ízletes We usually have a savoury dish for the main course and then 

something sweet for dessert.
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7.1 92 9 parsley n petrezselyem He topped the potatoes off with a sprig of parsley.
7.1 92 9 rare (in cooking) adj félig sült I prefer my steak rare – nice and pink in the middle.
7.1 92 9 raw adj nyers Raw onions can make your breath smell terrible.
7.1 92 9 stir v kever Add milk, then stir the mixture for 5 minutes.
7.1 92 9 beat v felver, összekever Beat the eggs and flour together to make a paste.
7.1 92 9 slice v szeletel Could you slice the bread, please?
7.1 92 9 chop v felvág He's outside, chopping wood for the fire.
7.1 92 9 grate v reszel Grate some carrots and sprinkle them over the salad.
7.1 92 10 dish n edény Put the potatoes in a serving dish and put them on the table.

7.2 93 3 auction v elárverez Elton auctioned off many of his stage clothes for charity.
7.2 93 3 make a profit v phr profitot termel, hasznot 

húz
They made a profit of £25 on the deal.

7.2 93 3 chewing gum n phr rágógumi There's a piece of chewing gum stuck to the bottom of my shoe.

7.2 93 3 auction n árverezés The house was sold for £120,000 at auction.
7.2 93 3 guarantee n garancia, biztosíték You get a two-year guarantee with this radio.
7.2 93 3 put in a bid v phr licitál, ajánlatot tesz I put in a bid when the price was low, but when it got higher I 

lost interest.
7.2 93 4 collect v gyűjt I'll collect everyone's papers at the end of the test.
7.2 93 4 memorabilia n pl fontos emlékek Dave collects soccer memorabilia relating to the 1920s.
7.2 93 4 stamp n bélyeg Have you got any first-class stamps?
7.2 93 5 bid for v + prep licitál valamiért "Are you going to bid for that chair?" "No, it's too expensive."

7.2 93 5 haggle for v + prep alkudozik She enjoys haggling for bargains in the market.
7.2 93 5 get a bargain v phr jó vásárt csinál We only paid £5 for that table – I think we got a bargain!
7.2 93 5 get a discount v phr kedvezményt kap You can get a discount if you're prepared to pay cash.
7.2 93 5 get a refund v phr pénzvisszatérítést kap Can we get a refund if this jumper doesn't fit?
7.2 93 5 get a receipt v phr megkapja a számlát Make sure you get a receipt, and keep it in case anything goes 

wrong.
7.2 93 5 can't afford v phr nem engedheti meg 

magának
Kelly can't afford to go on holiday at the moment.

7.2 93 5 it's not worth it nem éri meg They're charging £100 for that dress, and it's not worth it.
7.2 94 7 absurdly adv képtelenül Prices seem absurdly low to Western tourists.
7.2 94 7 spit out v + prep kiköpi The food tasted horrible, so she spat it out into the sink.
7.2 94 7 ridiculously adv nevetségesen Prices in this shop are ridiculously high!
7.2 94 7 mayor n polgármester The election of the London mayor resulted in a win for Ken 

Livingstone.
7.2 95 9 brochure n brosúra Let's pick up some holiday brochures when we're in town.
7.2 163 12 be treated v (pass) kezelik, bánnak vele I don't expect to be treated like this when I'm spending so much 

money in your shop!
7.2 163 12 rude adj goromba The boys were making rude remarks about the teacher.
7.2 163 12 this matter ügy I am returning the goods to you today, and I hope that will be the 

end of this matter.
7.2 163 12 relevant adj lényeges, tárgyhoz tartozó Are your qualifications relevant to the job?

7.2 163 12 reference number n phr hivatkozási szám Do you have a reference number printed at the top of your bill?

7.2 163 12(3) with reference to hivatkozással valamire With reference to your letter of March 1st, our reply is as 
follows.

7.2 163 12(3) the goods n pl termékek If the goods are faulty, you can return them and get your money 
back.

7.2 163 12(3) at your earliest convenience adv phr ahogy leghamarabb 
megfelel önnek

Please call to see me at your earliest convenience.

7.3 96 1 it's a dog's life idiom kutya élete van He works half the hours I do and earns twice the money – it's a 
dog's life!

7.3 96 2 heaven n mennyország It's heaven to lie back in a hot bath.
7.3 96 2 pamper v kényeztet She spent her childhood being pampered by her wealthy family.

7.3 96 2 lavish adj bőkezű, pazarló They lead a lavish lifestyle, with houses in several countries.

7.3 96 2 accessories n pl kiegészítők They sell clothes and fashion accessories for young women.

7.3 96 2 retail outlet n phr outlet bolt The company has five retail outlets in south-west England.
7.3 96 2 array n sor, rend They have a dazzling array of goods for sale.
7.3 96 2 constant companion n phr állandó társaság She was his constant companion throughout his later years.

7.3 96 2 over-the-top adj több a soknál It's a bit over-the-top to call him a fascist.
7.3 96 2 indulge v elkényeztetett, kedvében 

jár
From time to time we indulge in a little lunchtime drinking.

7.3 96 2 paw n mancs Ben has a cut on his paw – he'll need to go to the vet.
7.3 96 2 slip v elcsúszik Be careful not to slip – I just mopped the floor.
7.3 96 2 anaesthetise v elaltat We'll anaesthetise you in the room next to the theatre before 

your operation.
7.3 96 2 pet indulgence n phr kedvenc kényeztetés Pet indulgence now means that you can buy fashion 

accessories for your dog.
7.3 97 6 be broken into phr v (pass) betörtek hozzá The house was broken into while the owners were away 

abroad.
7.3 97 6 have one's eyes tested   megvizsgáltatja a szemét I can't read this book properly – I need to get my eyes tested.

7.3 98 8 eagle n sas There are eagles nesting in this part of the Highlands.
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7.3 98 8 whale n bálna The whale is an endangered species, but is still hunted by the 
Japanese..

7.3 98 8 bull n bika If the bull starts to come towards you, don't run.
7.3 98 8 bat n denevér There are bats nesting in the old church tower.
7.3 98 8 duck n kacsa Do you want to go and feed the ducks at the pond?
7.3 98 8 bear n medve A mother bear and her cubs emerged from the trees.
7.3 98 9 fur n szőrme She never wears fur because she thinks it's cruel to animals.

7.3 98 9 feather n toll Women used to wear ostrich feathers in their hats.
7.3 98 9 hoof - hooves n sing, pl pata The horses' hooves made a lot of noise as they walked along 

the street.
7.3 98 9 claw n karom The cat dug his claws into my leg.
7.3 98 9 tail n farok The dog was wagging its tail.
7.3 98 9 wing n szárny A swan can break a man's arm with a blow from its wing.
7.3 98 9 whiskers n pl bajusz The cat sat on the mat, washing its whiskers.
7.3 98 9 fin n uszony We could see the shark's fin cutting through the surface of the 

water.
7.3 98 9 horns n pl agancs, szarv A rhino's horns are placed one behind the other on its head.
7.3 98 9 beak n csőr The eagle has a sharp beak for tearing into its prey.
7.3 98 9 wag (its) tail v phr csóválja a farkát Why doesn't a cat wag is tail when it's pleased to see you?
7.3 98 10 straight from the horse's 

mouth   
idiom első kézből, megbízható 

forrásból
I've read what you said, but I prefer to hear it straight from the 
horse's mouth.

7.3 98 10 take the bull by the horns   idiom határozottan lép fel I decided to take the bull by the horns and confront him in his 
office.

7.3 98 10 as blind as a bat  idiom vak, mint a denevér I'm as blind as a bat without my glasses.
7.3 98 10 like a bear with a sore head  idiom nyűgös, morgós She's like a bear with a sore head if she doesn't get her coffee 

in the morning.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 oversleep v elalszik Sorry I'm late. I overslept.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 underestimate v alulbecsül They underestimated the size of the problem.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 soaked to the skin   adj phr bőrig ázott Fran got soaked to the skin when a passing car sprayed her 

with water.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 ex-boss n volt főnöke Her ex-boss is being taken to court for fraud.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 make a fool of oneself v phr bolondot csinál magából Did I make a fool of myself when I got drunk last night?

7: Vocabulary 172 2 retrain v átképez One solution is to retrain the long-term unemployed.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 translator n fordító Greg works as a translator at the EU offices in Brussels.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 interpreter n tolmács Speaking through an interpreter, Ahmed said, "I'm very worried 

about my wife and children."
7: Vocabulary 172 2 bilingual adj kétnyelvű Do you have a bilingual English-Spanish dictionary?
7: Vocabulary 172 2 multinational adj több-nemzeti Much of the world's business is done by multinational 

companies.
7: Vocabulary 172 2 unusual adj szokatlan I found myself in a very unusual situation – lost for words!
7: Vocabulary 172 2 waterproof adj vízálló Where can I buy a waterproof casing so that I can use my 

camera underwater?
7: Vocabulary 172 2 monotonous adj monoton It's boring, monotonous work in this office.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 monologue n monológ Henry looked up, then continued his monologue.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 monolingual adj egynyelvű This is just a monolingual dictionary – it doesn't contain 

translations.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 biannual adj félévenkénti The company holds a biannual report to staff.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 multimedia n multimédia You can add sound, images and film to make a truly multimedia 

document.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 multipurpose adj többfunkciós It's a multipurpose tool that opens bottles, sharpens pencils, 

drives in screws etc.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 overtired adj kimerült He was very rude, but I think it was just because he was 

overtired.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 overworked adj túl dolgozott Overworked nurses are more likely to make mistakes.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 undercooked adj nem kellően megfőtt The undercooked cabbage was very tough and unpleasant.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 underpaid adj alulfizetett Teachers say they are overworked and underpaid.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 ex-girlfriend n volt barátnő My ex-girlfriend decided to go and live in Japan.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 ex-husband n volt férj Her ex-husband is trying to get custody of the children.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 reheat v újra melegít I reheated some soup for lunch.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 rewrite v újra ír I'll have to rewrite most of the essay.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 extra-small adj extra kicsi I need an extra-small screwdriver to get this screw out.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 extra-strong adj extra erős My dog loves extra-strong mints!
7: Vocabulary 99 3 conference n konferencia, értekezlet They're attending an international conference on the 

environment.
7: Vocabulary 99 3 get torn v (pass) elszakították The envelope got torn in the post, and half the contents were 

missing.
7: Communication 100 2 try sth on v phr felpróbál valamit You won't know whether that coat fits till you try it on.

7: Communication 100 2 tuna n tonhal Use two cans of mackerel and a can of tuna fish.

7: Communication 100 2 cut and blow-dry    n phr vágás és szárítás 
(fodrásznál)

Can I make an appointment for a cut and blow-dry next 
Thursday?

7: Communication 100 2 have highlights done v phr világosabb tincseket 
befestet

I want to get my highlights done. When can you fit me in?

7: Communication 100 2 house red n phr vörösbor, nem a 
legdrágább fajta

We'll have two glasses of the house red, please.

7: Communication 172 3 have (got) a reservation v phr asztal foglalása van I've got a reservation at that new Italian restaurant for tomorrow 
night.
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7: Communication 172 3 have (got) a booking v phr szobát foglalt I made a booking for a double room for the night of the 25th.

7: Communication 173 3 What size are you? Mi a méreted? I'm a 44 chest. What size are you?

7: Communication 173 3 I've got black in size 38 Van 38-as méret 
feketében.

I don't have brown in a size 40, but I've got black in a size 38.

7: Communication 173 3 (they) feel a bit tight v phr egy kicsit szűknek érzem These feel a bit tight. I think I'll take the larger ones.

7: Communication 173 3 branch n ág, leányvállalat The shop has opened branches all over the country.

7: Communication 173 3 There's a special offer on Különleges ajánlat 
vonatkozik valamire

There's a special offer on where you get three for the price of 
two.

7: Audioscript 171 1 cosmetic surgery n phr kozmetikai műtét Cosmetic surgery should only be used on people with 
deformities.

7: Audioscript 171 1 excess flesh n phr felesleges hústöbblet She wants to get the excess flesh removed from her upper 
arms.

7: Audioscript 171 1 fillings (teeth) n pl tömés (fog) I had to have two fillings when I went to the dentist.
7: Audioscript 171 1 live off v + prep megél valamiből I can't live off what they pay me at the shop, so I had to take a 

second job.
7: Audioscript 171 1 pension n nyugdíj She was receiving both a state pension and an occupational 

pension.
7: Audioscript 171 3 turkey n pulyka People usually eat turkey and brussels sprouts at Christmas.

7: Audioscript 171 3 parsnip n paszternák Roast parsnips are another favourite food during the festive 
season.

7: Audioscript 171 3 gravy n húslé, szaft, mártás I just love potatoes swimming in gravy.
7: Audioscript 171 3 cranberry sauce n phr áfonya szósz Would you like some cranberry sauce with your turkey?
7: Audioscript 171 3 peel v hámoz Will you peel the potatoes, please?
7: Audioscript 171 3 flour n liszt Dust the pastry lightly with flour, and roll it out on a board.
7: Audioscript 171 4 go under the hammer   idiom elárverezik All their possessions went under the hammer when they had to 

sell the business.
7: Audioscript 171 4 hit the headlines   idiom címlapra kerül She hit the headlines when she broke the world record for 

crossing the Atlantic.
7: Audioscript 172 4 potential adj lehetséges The salesmen were eager to impress potential customers.
7: Audioscript 172 6 options n pl opció, választás Leave your options open until you have the results of the test.

7: Audioscript 172 6 delivery date n phr kézbesítési dátum Can you give me an estimated delivery date for the goods?
7: Audioscript 172 6 faulty adj hibás The explosion and subsequent fire were caused by faulty wiring.

7: Audioscript 172 6 kitchen appliances   n phr konyhai háztartási gépek Many accidents in the home involve kitchen appliances.

8: Lead-in 103 2 best-seller n nagy könyvsiker His new book became an overnight best-seller.
8: Lead-in 103 2 go under  phr v elmerül If we don't double our sales in the next month, we're in danger 

of going under.
8: Lead-in 103 2 have had (their) day  v phr szebb napokat is megéltek Toys like these have had their day – kids are only interested in 

video games now.
8: Lead-in 103 2 up to scratch adj phr kiállja a próbát Your work isn't up to scratch, so I'm afraid you'll have to go.
8: Lead-in 103 2 instant adj azonnali The band became an instant success.
8.1 104 1 natural-born adj született She was a natural-born leader and a great success.
8.1 104 2 Trust n alapítvány The Prince's Trust helps young people who need stability and 

encouragement in their lives.
8.1 104 2 dominate v dominál, uralkodik Five large companies dominate the car industry.
8.1 104 2 celebrity chef n phr ünnepelt séf Ramsay is a celebrity chef on both sides of the Atlantic.
8.1 104 2 spot v meglát, észrevesz A pilot spotted the wreckage.
8.1 104 2 toughness n edzettség, keménység You need a degree of toughness to make it in the business 

world.
8.1 104 2 fairness n igazságosság He's lost his belief in the basic fairness of the judicial system.

8.1 104 2 bossy adj főnökösködő She was a bossy little girl, and now she's a bossy woman!
8.1 104 2 make sound judgements  v phr józan ítéletet hoz You need to be able to make sound judgements in a fraction of 

a second.
8.1 104 2 essentially adv alapvetően, lényegében It's essentially an old-fashioned romance story.
8.1 104 2 influence v befolyásol His advice strongly influenced my decision.
8.1 104 2 contribute v hozzájárul, fizet Everyone was expected to contribute £2.
8.1 105 5 work appraisal n phr értékelés, felbecsülés We hold work appraisals every three months to see how you're 

getting on.
8.1 106 9 outgoing adj társaságkedvelő Jo has a very friendly and outgoing personality.
8.1 106 9 open adj nyitott We need to be more open and less secretive about our 

decisions.
8.1 106 9 proactive adj megelőző Banks need to take a more proactive approach to fraud.
8.1 106 9 opinionated adj fontoskodó, véleményéhez 

ragaszkodó
My boss is just an opinionated old fool!

8.1 106 9 easy-going adj laza Her easy-going nature made her popular.
8.1 106 9 selfish adj önző That was a very selfish thing to do.
8.1 106 9 witty adj szellemes, vicces This is not the time for witty remarks – be serious!
8.1 106 9 manipulative adj irányító, manipuláló She was sly, selfish, and manipulative.
8.1 106 9 headstrong adj akaratos, konok, makacs He was a headstrong child, but turned into a considerate young 

man.
8.1 106 12 centre of attention n phr figyelem középpontja Sadie always wants to be the centre of attention.
8.1 106 12 party animal n phr buli király, parti állat Dave is a party animal who loves going out every night.
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8.1 106 12 complete doormat n phr mások lábtörlője You're making yourself into a complete doormat – stand up to 
him!

8.1 106 12 down-to-earth adj fölhöz ragadt She's very friendly and down-to-earth.
8.1 106 12 really high maintenance adj phr drága eltartott His girlfriend is really high-maintenance, and spends a fortune 

on clothes.
8.1 106 13 performing on stage előad színpadon She gets a terrific kick out of performing live on stage.
8.1 106 13 shy adj félénk She's painfully shy with strangers.
8.1 106 13 chair a meeting v phr elnököl egy ülésen Bob is chairing a meeting of the shareholders tomorrow.
8.1 106 13 clam up phr v befogja a száját, hallgat He clammed up when I asked him about his relationship with 

Angela.
8.2 107 1 completely ecstatic adj phr teljesen elragadtatott They were completely ecstatic when I told them they'd won.
8.2 107 1 absolutely devastated adj phr teljesen letört, feldúlt She was absolutely devastated when she heard that they'd 

been killed.
8.2 107 2 proportion n arány The proportion of adults who smoke is decreasing.
8.2 107 4 superstition n babona He believes in the old superstition that the number 13 is 

unlucky.
8.2 107 4 lucky charm n phr szerencse hozó talizmán People used to carry a rabbit's foot as a lucky charm.
8.2 107 5 vital adj fontos, vitális His evidence was vital to the defence case.
8.2 107 5 starving adj éhező The refugee camp was full of starving children.
8.2 108 8 pitch n futball pálya The old Wembley soccer pitch was cut up into pieces for 

souvenirs.
8.2 108 9 come round v + prep benéz valakihez Come round later and we'll have a meal.
8.2 108 10 suggest v javasol My doctor suggested a week off work.
8.2 108 10 warn v figyelmeztet We tried to warn her, but she wouldn't listen.
8.2 109 12 interest rate n phr kamat szint Interest rates have been falling since the economy started to 

improve.
8.3 110 2 file into (class) v + prep oszlopba, sorba áll The children filed into school in two neat lines.
8.3 110 2 toddler n totyogó She has a five-year-old and a toddler to look after.
8.3 110 2 nappy n pelus, pelenka His nappy needs changing.
8.3 110 2 former adj előző Former US president Bill Clinton is still active in the political 

arena.
8.3 110 2 lecturer n előadó She's a brilliant lecturer and well liked by her students.
8.3 110 2 word spread elterjedt a hír He became very popular when word spread that he'd won a lot 

of money!
8.3 110 2 cope with v + prep kezel valamit, 

megbirkózik valamivel
I'm not sure how she will cope with all the attention.

8.3 110 2 GCSE n (abbr) alapvizsga (kb. a magyar 
érettséginek felel meg)

Dawn is sitting eight GCSEs next month.

8.3 110 2 whiz kid n phr zseni kölyök He's a computer whiz kid who started his own business at age 
twelve.

8.3 110 2 have no qualms about  v phr nincs lelkiismeret 
furdalásuk

Parents have no qualms about pushing their children into early 
success.

8.3 110 2 head start n phr biztos, erős kezdet His education gave him a head start.
8.3 110 2 enrol v beiratkozik I enrolled on the wine course.
8.3 110 2 in the mood hangulatban I'm not in the mood to listen to you complaining all night!
8.3 110 2 streets ahead of idiom utcahosszal előnyben van Kids here are streets ahead of those at other schools in the 

area.
8.3 110 2 unrepentant adj dacos He remains unrepentant about his comments.
8.3 110 2 hothouse n melegház She couldn't take the pressure of working in a hothouse 

environment.
8.3 110 2 brilliance n ragyogás, éles elméjűség He is also respected for his brilliance as an artist.

8.3 110 2 secondary school n phr középiskola Some children who arrive at secondary school have not learned 
to read and write.

8.3 111 3 exploit v kihasznál Many foreign workers are abused and exploited.
8.3 111 6 hard adj kemény I prefer sleeping on a hard mattress.
8.3 111 6 hardly adv alig I hardly know the people I'm working with.
8.3 164 12 consequently adv következésképpen He did no work and consequently, he failed the exam.
8.3 164 12 discipline n fegyelem The school has very high standards of discipline.
8: Vocabulary 113 1 catch up with phr v utolér valakit It took six years for the police to catch up with the criminals.

8: Vocabulary 113 1 keep up with phr v lépést tart valakivel Try to keep up with the others and not get left behind.
8: Vocabulary 113 1 get away with phr v megússza valamivel Watch Frank – he'll cheat if he thinks he can get away with it.

8: Vocabulary 113 1 put sb in for v phr beajánl valakit, felszólal 
valakinek az érdekében

I've put you in for a driving test next week – I think you're ready.

8: Vocabulary 113 1 come up with phr v előhozakodik, előáll 
valamivel

Is that the best excuse you can come up with?

8: Vocabulary 113 1 cut down on phr v csökkent I'm trying to cut down on cigarettes.
8: Vocabulary 113 1 be looking forward to v phr várakozik, vár valamire Ken is really looking forward to going on holiday.
8: Vocabulary 113 1 put up with phr v elvisel, eltűr valamit She put up with his violent temper for ten years.
8: Vocabulary 113 1 make up for phr v pótol valamit, behoz 

valamit
The team will be anxious to make up for a disappointing start to 
the season.

8: Vocabulary 113 2 disposable income n phr rendelkezésre álló 
jövedelem

People have less disposable income today than they had in the 
1970s.

8: Vocabulary 113 2 transfer n áthelyezés This promotion means a transfer to head office in Bristol.
8: Audioscript 173 2 consistently adv következetesen He got consistently good marks for his course work, but failed 

the exam.
8: Audioscript 173 2 supportive adj támogató Mark and Sally are very supportive of each other's efforts.
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8: Audioscript 173 2 in-house course n phr belső kurzus There's an in-house course starting next week on management 
training.

8: Audioscript 173 2 there's one coming up jön egy soron következő There are no courses this month, but there's one coming up in 
April.

8: Audioscript 173 2 underway adv menet közben, útközben The game was already well underway when we got to the 
stadium.

8: Audioscript 173 2 put sb's name down v phr feliratkozik valahova Shall I put your name down for £5 worth of tickets?
8: Audioscript 174 10 what's on your mind? mire gondolsz? You're looking very thoughtful. What's on your mind?
8: Audioscript 174 10 overnight adv éjszakára She's staying overnight at a friend's house.
9: Lead-in 117 1 law court n phr bíróság The law courts are in that new building on Market Street.
9: Lead-in 117 1 robbery n rablás They're in prison for armed robbery.
9: Lead-in 117 1 thief n tolvaj Thieves broke in and stole some valuable jewellery.
9: Lead-in 117 1 fingerprints n pl ujjlenyomatok Police scientists matched his fingerprints to the ones found at 

the scene.
9: Lead-in 117 1 community service n phr közmunka He was sentenced to 120 hours of community service.
9: Lead-in 117 2 MP (Member of Parliament) n (abbr) országgyűlési képviselő Her MP is taking up her case with the government.
9: Lead-in 117 2 speeding n gyorshajtás I got a speeding ticket for doing 45 in a 30 limit.
9: Lead-in 117 2 cyber adj cyber, kiber Cyber fraud is a growth area of crime in the UK.
9: Lead-in 117 2 slam v élesen bírál He was slammed by the newspapers for his poor performance 

in the World Cup.
9: Lead-in 117 2 chaos n káosz The floods caused chaos in the low-lying islands.
9: Lead-in 117 2 fraud n csalás She was found guilty of fraud and sentence to two years' 

imprisonment.
9: Lead-in 117 2 witness n tanú Police have appealed for witnesses to the accident.
9: Lead-in 117 2 intimidation n megfélemlítés Witnesses are afraid to come forward after threats of 

intimidation by friends of the accused.
9: Lead-in 117 2 suspended sentence n phr felfüggesztett ítélet He received a two-year suspended sentence for the assault.

9: Lead-in 117 2 road rage n phr közúti ámokfutás Road rage seems to be on the increase.
9: Lead-in 117 2 incident n eset One man was arrested following the incident.
9: Lead-in 117 2 cop n zsaru Cops on TV always seem to solve their cases.
9.1 118 1 insurance n biztosítás You can take out an insurance policy against the risk of falling 

ill.
9.1 118 1 premium n prémium Health insurance premiums have risen dramatically in recent 

years.
9.1 118 1 file (a claim) v iktat (kérést) After the accident, I filed a claim with our insurers.
9.1 118 1 sue v beperel She plans to sue the company for $1 million.
9.1 118 1 appeal n fellebbezés Police have issued an appeal for information.
9.1 118 1 arson n gyújtogatás The school was destroyed in an arson attack.
9.1 118 1 convict sb of v + prep elítél valakit The courts convicted four people in the recent trials.
9.1 118 1 sentence sb to v + prep elítél valakit The judge sentenced her to two years in prison.
9.1 118 1 official statement n phr hivatalos vallomás In an official statement, the victim's mother praised the judge.

9.1 118 2 shoplifting n bolti lopás She was arrested for shoplifting.
9.1 118 2 divorce n válás She wants to get a divorce from her abusive husband.
9.1 118 2 be charged with  v (pass) azzal vádolták, hogy … He was charged with being drunk in a public place.
9.1 119 6 go on… v phr folytasd Go on; what happened next?
9.1 119 6 the way it goes is that… Így lesz: The way it goes is that we take you down to the station and 

arrest you.
9.1 119 6 fancy that ez tetszik Fancy that! I never knew you could juggle!
9.1 119 6 fair enough érthető Fair enough, I'll admit to the charges if you can get me a shorter 

sentence.
9.1 119 6 what on earth for? mi a csudáért? You want to search my pockets? What on earth for?
9.1 119 6 pull the other one   idiom nem hiszek neked I've heard that story before – pull the other one, it's got bells on.

9.1 119 6 you're kidding viccelsz You're going to arrest me? You're kidding! What for?
9.1 119 6 cross my heart idiom Isten engem úgy 

segéljen…
Cross my heart and hope to die, I've never seen her before in 
my life.

9.1 119 8 security system   n phr biztonsági rendszer They got round the security system by cutting through the wires 
on the alarm.

9.1 119 8 dismissal n elbocsátás Wilson was claiming compensation for unfair dismissal.
9.1 149 11 would-be robber n phr leendő The would-be robber took off his mask because he was getting 

too hot.
9.1 149 11 raid v rajtaüt Police found illegal weapons when they raided his home.
9.1 149 11 attendant n gondozó A car park attendant was attacked by an angry motorist.
9.1 149 11 make one's getaway v phr meglép, elmenekül They made their getaway in a stolen Ford Cortina.
9.1 149 11 mechanic n autószerelő It's the mechanic's day off, so we can't repair your car till 

Monday.
9.1 120 11 vast adj hatalmas, óriási Vast areas of rainforest have been felled for timber.
9.1 120 11 mansion n kúria He owns a beautiful country mansion near Christchurch.
9.1 120 11 room by room adv phr szobáról szobára The police searched the whole house room by room.
9.1 120 11 exotic adj egzotikus She keeps several varieties of exotic flower in her greenhouse.

9.1 120 11 in fright adv phr félelmében, ijedségében The man jumped out of the window in fright because he thought 
we were burglars.

9.1 120 11 traumatised adj sérült She was left traumatised by the dog's vicious attack.
9.1 120 11 desperate adj kétségbeesett Joe had been unemployed for over a year and was getting 

desperate.
9.1 120 11 maze n labirintus, útvesztő The house was a maze of corridors, with dozens of rooms on 

each floor.
9.1 120 11 escort v kísér, elkísér Armed guards escorted the prisoners into the courthouse.
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9.2 121 4 sack sb v phr elbocsát, kirúg He sacked her when he caught her stealing money from the till.

9.2 122 7 so-called adj úgynevezett The so-called experts were no help.
9.2 122 7 time-consuming   adj időtakarékos Writing software is a complex and time-consuming process.

9.2 122 7 brand-new adj vadonatúj They tested a brand-new car and found a number of faults.
9.2 122 8 joy-riding n autós száguldozás The kids were arrested for joy-riding after they stole a 

neighbour's car.
9.2 122 8 inspector n nyomozó The school inspectors told the headmaster that the school was 

doing well.
9.2 122 8 young offender n phr kiskorú elkövető Feltham Borstal is an institution for young offenders.
9.2 122 8 hassle n zűr, kellemetlen vita It's such a hassle not having a washing machine.
9.2 122 8 scissors n pl olló Pass me a pair of scissors so I can cut this label off.
9.2 122 8 vague adj bizonytalan, határozatlan She's been a bit vague about her plans for the summer.

9.2 122 11 clerk n hivatalnok Leave the keys with the desk clerk when you go out.
9.2 122 11 briefcase n aktatáska Sally opened her briefcase and fished out a small card.
9.2 122 11 amateur n amatőr It looked as if the building had been decorated by a bunch of 

amateurs.
9.2 122 11 rear adj hátsó ajtó The rear door of the car was badly damaged.
9.2 123 11 refuel v üzemanyagot vesz fel, 

üzemanyagot pótol
The plane refuelled in Dubai and took off again after an hour.

9.2 123 11 take off phr v felszáll He sat on the bed to take his boots off.
9.2 123 11 strap v beszíjaz Make sure your backpack is strapped on tightly.
9.2 123 11 cord n kötél, zsineg Her robe was tied at the waist by a cord.
9.2 123 11 fix n helyzetpont meghatározás, 

szorult helyzet
We'll be in a fix if we miss the bus.

9.2 123 11 federal agent n phr szövetségi ügynök Federal agents seized all the company's paperwork and 
records.

9.2 123 11 submarine n tengeralattjáró The fishing boat's nets were caught on the tower of a nuclear 
submarine.

9.2 123 11 concrete evidence n phr konkrét bizonyíték We need concrete evidence before we can arrest anyone for 
the crime.

9.2 123 11 waterlogged adj vízzel telített The pitch was waterlogged, and the game had to be called off.

9.2 123 11 mouldy adj penészes There was a piece of mouldy cheese and an old pint of milk in 
the fridge.

9.2 123 11 squad n brigád, osztag The bomb squad were called when the builders found the 
unexploded bomb.

9.2 123 11 dig up v + prep kiás Building workers dug up the skeleton of an Iron Age man.
9.2 123 11 shore n part, tengerpart We were still about a mile from shore when the engine failed.

9.2 123 11 legend n legenda "Morte D'Arthur" by Thomas Malory is a book about the legend 
of King Arthur.

9.2 123 11 skyjacking n repülőgép eltérítés There has been another skyjacking by terrorists today.
9.2 123 11 without a trace adj phr nyom nélkül The girl has disappeared from home without a trace.
9.2 123 11 enduring anonymity n phr elhúzódó anonimitás, 

névnélküliség
Enduring anonymity was not a price he was prepared to pay.

9.2 123 11 ultimate tribute n phr végső tiszteletadás He paid her the ultimate tribute of asking her to be his wife.
9.2 123 12 capture the popular 

imagination   
v phr megragadja az emberek 

képzeletét
The Harry Potter books captured the popular imagination 
immediately they were published.

9.2 123 12 commemorate v megemlékezik, emléket 
állít

The monument commemorates the war of independence.

9.3 124 1 angular adj esetlen, szögletes Tom was a tall, angular young man with long thin legs.
9.3 124 1 twinkle v csillog, pislog, ragyog "Twinkle, twinkle little star" is a well-known nursery rhyme.
9.3 124 1 ward n osztály It was the nurse's first day on the wards.
9.3 124 1 remarkable adj figyelemreméltó To be married for 68 years is a remarkable achievement.
9.3 124 1 deduce v következtet, levezet From her son's age, I deduced that her husband must be at 

least 60.
9.3 124 1 tattoo n tetoválás He has a tattoo of a snake on his left arm.
9.3 124 1 accent n akcentus After the accident, a man with an Irish accent gave me a lift to 

hospital.
9.3 124 1 callus n bőrkeményedés, 

kérgesség, heg
You could tell he was a labourer from the calluses on his hands.

9.3 124 1 determine v meghatároz Experts have been unable to determine the cause of the 
explosion.

9.3 124 1 innovation n innováció, újítás Synthetic phonics is an innovation in teaching reading.
9.3 124 1 instalment n részlet, részletfizetés We're paying for the car by monthly instalments.
9.3 125 4 observant adj figyelmes The bomb was spotted by an observant member of the public.

9.3 126 10 magnifying glass   n nagyító Grandpa was examining the stamps through a magnifying 
glass.

9.3 164 12 track sb down v phr lenyomoz The police were trying to track down the escaped prisoner.
9.3 164 12 oddly enough furcsa módon He was supposed to be a dangerous fugitive, but oddly enough 

she felt safe in his presence.
9.3 126 13 investment n befektetés His £50,000 investment was now worth only £26,000.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 riddle n rejtvény, talány The answer to the riddle "What gets wet the more you dry?" is 

"A towel".
9: Vocabulary 127 1 PM (prime minister) n (abbr) miniszterelnök The PM stood up and declared he would resign before the next 

election.
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9: Vocabulary 127 1 aid n segély The UN is sending aid to the earthquake victims.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 axe v leépítés, 

létszámcsökkentés
The directors made a decision to axe 2000 staff.

9: Vocabulary 127 1 back v támogat The bank gave £45,000 to back the programme.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 blast n légnyomás A blast of icy cold air hit me as I opened the door.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 quit v felmond, otthagy I'm thinking about quitting school.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 clash v összecsap, összeütközik Demonstrators clashed with police.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 key adj kulcsfontosságú She was a key witness for the defence.
9: Vocabulary 127 1 plea n kérelem Her mother ignored her pleas for help.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 boost v erősít, felemel The publicity boosted sales by 30%.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 export n export, kivitel The government decided to ban the export of live animals.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 wed v egybekel They were wed at the Elvis Presley chapel in Las Vegas.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 defeat n vereség Sweden suffered their second defeat of the tournament.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 spy n kém Mata Hari was a German spy during the first World War.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 butler n inas The butler asked me to wait in the hall while he announced my 

arrival.
9: Vocabulary 127 4 vote n szavazat The bill was passed by 319 votes to 316.
9: Communication 128 1 apprehend v letartóztat The police have failed to apprehend the culprits.

9: Communication 128 2 fence n kerítés During the storm the garden fence had blown down.

9: Communication 128 2 steep slope n phr meredek lejtő In San Francisco, many of the streets have steep slopes.

9: Communication 128 5 punch v behúz, bevág, megüt He punched me in the face.

9: Communication 128 6 break out phr v kitör I was still living in London when the war broke out.

9: Communication 128 6 emergency hatch   n phr fedélzeti nyílás The survivors of the plane crash had escaped through the 
emergency hatch.

9: Communication 145 2 leap v ugrik She leapt over the fence.

9: Communication 150 2 deafness n siketség Her deafness became evident when she was 12.

9: Communication 128 2 invisible adj láthatatlan The scientists have invented a plane that's invisible to enemy 
radar.

9: Audioscript 175 5 detect v felfedez, észlel Paul detected a note of disappointment in his mother's voice.

9: Audioscript 175 5 footage n felvétel They showed some old footage of the war.
9: Audioscript 175 6 you could have knocked (-her) 

over with a feather
idiom majd hanyatt estem a 

meglepetéstől
When I saw who was at the door, you could have knocked me 
down with a feather.

9: Audioscript 175 6 justice n igazság The French criminal justice system recognises crimes of 
passion.

9: Audioscript 175 6 namesake n névrokon Like his famous namesake, young Washington had a brave, 
adventurous spirit.

9: Audioscript 175 7 rags-to-riches adj kunyhóból palotába, 
szegénységből 
gazdagságba

Alan Sugar's was the typical rags-to-riches story of the 
successful businessman.

9: Audioscript 175 7 clerical job n phr lelkészi, papi She started out doing a clerical job and now owns her own 
company.

9: Audioscript 175 7 on the run adv phr folyton rohan, lót-fut The murderers were on the run from the police.
9: Audioscript 175 7 bounce back v + prep túlteszi magát valamin, 

rendbe jön érzelmileg, 
anyagilag

I know he's disappointed he didn't get the promotion, but he'll 
soon bounce back.

10: Lead-in 131 2 mind over matter a szellem győzelme a test 
felett

Yuri Geller's demonstrations of mind over matter were quite 
astounding.

10: Lead-in 131 2 power of persuasion n phr a meggyőzés ereje My powers of persuasion were inadequate for the task in hand.

10: Lead-in 131 2 willpower n akaraterő It took all his willpower to remain calm.
10: Lead-in 131 3 premonition n előérzet She had a premonition that her daughter was in danger.
10: Lead-in 131 3 déjà vu n phr deja vu As I walked into the room I had a sudden sense of déjà vu.
10: Lead-in 131 3 intuition n előérzet, ösztönös 

megérzés
Trust your intuition, and you'll be okay.

10: Lead-in 131 3 sixth sense n phr hatodik érzék He seemed to have a sixth sense for knowing when his brother 
was in trouble.

10: Lead-in 131 3 unconscious adj eszméletlen She was found alive but unconscious.
10: Lead-in 131 3 subconscious adj tudatalatti Her subconscious fear of failure made it difficult for her to 

succeed.
10.1 132 1 hypnotist n hipnotizőr The hypnotist managed to cure her fear of spiders.
10.1 132 1 indifferent adj elfogulatlan, közömbös The oil industry seems totally indifferent to environmental 

concerns.
10.1 132 1 guru n guru The board decided to call in a management guru to solve their 

problems.
10.1 132 1 bustling with activity nyüzsgött a sok pörgés-

forgástól, nagy volt a 
nyüzsgés

There was a sale on, and the shop was bustling with activity. 

10.1 132 1 mousy adj szürkés The boy had mousy brown hair and green eyes.
10.1 132 1 animatedly adv élénken, lelkesen He waved his arms animatedly in order to get her attention.
10.1 132 1 in awe of félve tisztel valakit John has always been in awe of his father.
10.1 132 1 eclectic adj eklektikus, válogatott The room contained a wonderfully eclectic mix of furniture.
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10.1 132 1 follower n követő Shani is a dedicated follower of fashion.
10.1 132 1 phobia n fóbia He has a phobia about birds.
10.1 132 1 charge sb for v phr felszámít valamit 

valamiért
The plumber charged me £75 an hour for his time!

10.1 132 1 make a donation   v phr adományoz She made a donation to the Save the Children Fund.
10.1 132 1 ceiling n plafon The kitchen ceiling needs plastering and painting.
10.1 132 1 trance n transz She went into a deep hypnotic trance.
10.1 132 1 resist v ellenáll I just can't resist chocolate.
10.1 132 1 nasty adj kellemetlen, csúnya There was a nasty smell coming from the drains.
10.1 132 1 strenuous adj kimerítő He is supposed to avoid strenuous exercise.
10.1 132 2 specify v meghatároz The rules specify that competitors must be under 18 years of 

age.
10.1 133 6 acupuncture n akupunktúra I've heard that the needles used in acupuncture don't hurt at all.

10.1 133 6 forgetful adj feledékeny Grandpa's getting a bit forgetful.
10.1 133 7 persistent adj folyamatos, állhatatos Her son had a persistent cough so she took him to the doctor's.

10.1 133 7 truancy n lógás, iskolakerülés The school's truancy rate was very low.
10.1 134 11 supernatural adj természetfeletti Superman had supernatural powers.
10.1 134 11 UFO n (abbr) UFO Many people claim to have seen UFOs.
10.1 134 12 hypnosis n hipnotikus állapot Under hypnosis, he remembered details of his childhood.
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10.1 134 12 military service n phr katonai szolgálat More and more men are refusing to do military service.
10.1 134 12 telepathy n telepátia They seemed to be able to communicate without speaking, as if 

they were using telepathy.
10.2 135 5 target market n phr célközönség Our target market for this type of holiday is the 18- to 30-year-

olds.
10.2 135 5 make n márka, gyártmány Bosch is a very popular make of washing machine.
10.2 135 5 commercial break   n phr reklám idő I made a cup of coffee during the commercial break.
10.2 135 5 slogan n szlogen, jelmondat Who came up with the slogan "Save the whale"?
10.2 135 5 classified ad n phr apróhirdetés Jane always checks the classified ads looking for bargains.
10.2 135 5 hype n csinnadratta, felhajtás There was a lot of media hype about the programme.
10.2 136 8 regret v sajnál We've always regretted selling that car.
10.3 138 2 obsolete adj elavult, idejétmúlt Our computer system will soon be obsolete.
10.3 138 2 hatchery n halkeltető He went into the hatchery to collect the young salmon.
10.3 138 2 conditioning n szabályozás Social conditioning makes crying more difficult for men.
10.3 138 2 haunted adj kísérteties I'll never forget the haunted look on her face when she heard 

the bad news.
10.3 138 2 whisper v súg He leaned over to whisper something to her.
10.3 138 2 in a row adv phr sorban The children all stood in a row.
10.3 138 2 continuous hum n phr folyamatos moraj He could hear a continuous hum but didn't know where it was 

coming from.
10.3 138 2 class consciousness n phr osztályöntudat Personally, class consciousness is not something I'm aware of.

10.3 139 5 shriek v sikolt "Stop it!" she shrieked.
10.3 139 5 blurt out phr v kifecseg, kikottyant Peter blurted the news out before we could stop him.
10.3 139 5 be lost for words idiom eláll a szava When he said he loved me, I was lost for words.
10.3 139 5 mumble v dörmög, motyog Micky mumbled an apology.
10.3 139 5 interrupt v félbeszakít, megszakít Sorry to interrupt, but I need some help.
10.3 139 5 speak one' mind v phr megmondja a véleményét, 

szókimondó
You could always depend on Ellie to speak her mind!

10.3 139 5 have a word with   v phr beszél valakivel, szót vált 
valakivel

I asked if I could have a word with her in private.

10.3 140 12 resolution n fogadalom My New Year's resolution is to stop smoking.
10: Vocabulary 141 1 exception n kivétel There's an exception to every rule.
10: Vocabulary 141 1 debris n sing hulladék, törmelék He hired a builder to take down the wall and remove the debris.

10: Vocabulary 141 1 quay n rakpart I stood on the quay and watched the boat disappear into the 
distance.

10: 
Communication

142 2 immerse oneself in  v (reflex) + 
prep

belemerül valamibe She immersed herself in her work.

10: Audioscript 175 1 gut feeling n phr ösztönösen érez I had a gut feeling that things were about to go terribly wrong.

10: Audioscript 176 3 jingle n csilingelés, csörgés I couldn't get the jingle from the ad out of my head!
10: Audioscript 176 3 sound bite n phr hangfoszlány The politician's speech was just a string of sound bites.
10: Audioscript 176 3 manipulation n manipuláció His manipulation of the proceedings was sickening to watch.

10: Audioscript 176 7 chant v kántál, dalol Protestors chanted anti-government slogans.
10: Audioscript 176 7 brainwashing n agymosás Adverts are using brainwashing to convince children they must 

have these toys.
Film Bank 153 2 glamorous adj csillogó She led an exciting and glamorous life.
Film Bank 153 2 privileged adj kiváltságos Students from a privileged background have an advantage at 

university.
Film Bank 153 2 trade show n phr árubemutató We spent a full day at the computer trade show.
Film Bank 153 2 department store n phr áruház There's a Harvey Nichols department store in Leeds.
Film Bank 154 3 wizard n varázsló My accountant is a financial wizard!
Film Bank 154 3 monster n szörnyeteg Nessie is a mythical sea monster who lives in Loch Ness.
Film Bank 154 3 biblical story n phr bibliai  történet Samson and Delilah is a biblical story.
Film Bank 154 3 enslaved adj leigáz, rabul ejt The Aztecs were enslaved by their Spanish conquerors.
Film Bank 154 3 seek revenge v phr megkísérel bosszút állni He sought revenge for the murder of his son.
Film Bank 154 3 in the possession of   tulajdonában valakinek The diamonds were still in the possession of the police.
Film Bank 154 3 raft n tutaj They made a raft and attempted to escape from the island.
Film Bank 155 4 rusty wire n phr rozsdás vezeték The old airfield was surrounded by fences of rusty wire.
Film Bank 155 4 land-locked adj szárazfölddel határolt Switzerland is a land-locked country.
Film Bank 155 4 confront v szembesít When I confronted her, she denied it.
Film Bank 158 7 invasion n megszállás The invasion of Normandy took place on 6 June 1944.
Film Bank 158 7 fierce adj heves, vad, tüzes Overnight there had been some fierce fighting in the city.
Film Bank 158 7 re-enactment n rekonstruálás There was a re-enactment of the crime on TV.
Film Bank 158 7 blacksmith n patkolókovács The blacksmith let us watch him making horseshoes.
Film Bank 159 8 milliner n női kalapszalon She went to the milliner's to buy a new hat.
Film Bank 159 8 web consultant n phr web tanácsadó The company brought in a web consultant to design its new site.

Film Bank 159 8 quantity surveyor   n phr minőség ellenőr The quantity surveyor worked out the cost of the materials for 
the new building.

Film Bank 159 8 street performer   n phr utcai előadóművész The street performer was juggling on stilts.
Film Bank 159 8 Indian takeaway   n phr indiai büfé, ahol elvitelre 

készítenek ételt
On the way home, we got an Indian takeaway.

Film Bank 160 9 pavement artist n phr utcai előadóművész The pavement artist was extremely talented.
Film Bank 161 10 satirical adj szatirikus "Spitting Image" was a satirical programme that used rubber 

puppets of well-known people.
Film Bank 161 10 manoeuvring n kormányzás He had difficult manoeuvring his car into the narrow space.
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